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Abstract
Stars form inside clouds of molecular gas and dust. In the early stages of stellar evolution the
remainders of the initial cloud form a circumstellar disk. For the next few million years the disk
will slowly dissipate via accretion, outflows, photoevaporation and planet growth while the star
makes its way onto the Main Sequence. This stage of a star’s life is referred to as the T Tauri
phase and is characterised by high-level spectrophotometric variability. This thesis aims to study
and map out the environments of T Tauri stars down to the very low mass regime by the means of
time-domain monitoring.
Different physical processes in the system manifest themselves as variability on different time-
scales as well as produce characteristic spectroscopic and photometric features at various wave-
lengths. In order to study young stellar objects in depth, the observing campaigns presented in
this work were designed to cover a large range of time-scales - minutes, hours, days and months.
Combining all the data, this thesis establishes a baseline of over a decade for some objects. The
observations also cover a wide range of wavelengths from the optical to the mid-infrared part of
the spectrum.
The star RW Aur experienced two long-lasting dimming events in 2010 and 2014. This thesis
presents a large collection of spectral and photometric measurements carried out just before and
during the 2014 event. Spectral accretion signatures indicate no change in the accretion activity
of the system. Photometry indicates that parallel to the dimming in the optical the star becomes
brighter in the mid-infrared. The observations in this work combined with literature data suggest
that the origin of the 2014 event is most likely obscuration of the star by hot dust from the disk
being lifted into the disk wind.
Very low mass stars (.0.4 M) are the most common type of star in the Galaxy. In order to
understand the early stages of stellar evolution we must study young very low mass stars. This
v
work investigates the photometric and spectroscopic variability of seven brown dwarfs in star
forming regions near σOri and  Ori. All targets exhibit optical photometric variability between
from 0.1 to over 1.0 magnitude that persists on a time-scale of at least one decade. Despite the
photometric variability no change in the spectral type is measured. In the cases where the stars are
accreting, modelling of the spectral changes suggest the accretion flow is more homogeneous and
less funnelled compared to Sun-like T Tauri stars. The non-accreting variables are more plausibly
explained by obscuration by circumstellar material, possibly a ring made out of multiple clouds of
dust grains and pebbles with varying optical depths.
The star-disk systems studied in this thesis have some broader implications for star and planet
formation theory. The case-study of RW Aur has unambiguously demonstrated that the planet-
forming environment is very dynamic and can change dramatically on short time-scales, which
in turn would have implications for the diversity of planetary systems found in the Galaxy. The
Orion stars have shown that the current theory for the T Tauri stage of stellar evolution is valid
down to the very low mass regime. The seven dwarfs are a good example for the evolutionary
path of circumstellar disks, showing the transition from gas-righ, flared accretion disks (σOri) to
dust-dominated, depleted, structured debris disks ( Ori).
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1.1 Exoplanets and the Solar System - what do we still not know?
The night sky has captivated human curiosity and imagination for millennia. The ancient Greeks
noticed a handful of celestial objects that seemed to move with respect to the other stars and called
them "planetae" (wanderers). Today we know of the eight planets in the Solar System along with
numerous moons, asteroids, dwarf planets and comets. Not only that, but in the last decades we
have discovered a plethora of planets orbiting around other stars, referred to as exoplanets. Up to
date there are close to 3000 confirmed exoplanets, with another ∼2500 exoplanet candidates from
the Kepler mission1 awaiting confirmation. Figure 1.1 shows planet mass and orbital radius met-
rics for over 5000 of these exoplanets, collected from the Exoplanet Data Explorer2 (Han et al.,
2014).
Figure 1.1: Planet mass as a function of orbital radius for over 5000 exoplanets. Red data points indi-
cate planets discovered with transiting method, blue - radial velocity, green - microlensing, brown - direct
imaging. Planetary masses for transiting planets without corresponding radial velocity measurements are
estimated using mass-radius relations as described in Han et al. 2014 and references therein. The plot shows
two large populations - Jupiter-sized (and larger) planets in various orbits, as well as Neptune-sized planets
orbiting very close to their stars. We have not discovered any Solar System analogues yet. Data collected
from the Exoplanet Data Explorer.
1https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/kepler/overview/index.html
2http://exoplanets.org/
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The different colours in the figure represent different observing techniques (which I will not
discuss here). It is immediately obvious that the known exoplanetary systems are very different
from our Solar System. There is a large population of giant planets with masses between 1 and
10 Jupiter masses at distances between 1 and 10 AU from their host stars (blue dot area in plot).
In other words, we have discovered many Jupiter or bigger sized planets, existing on anywhere
between Earth and Saturn-sized orbits around their host stars. What is more remarkable, there is
a host of so-called "hot Jupiters" - planets of Jupiter size with orbital periods of only a few days
(separations of <0.1 AU). So there is an entire population of gas giants with orbits smaller than
that of Mercury! But that is not all - the majority of Kepler candidates (bottom left quadrant in
Figure 1.1) appear to be Neptune-size objects with orbits smaller than the Earth’s.
Why have we discovered such an overwhelming number of big planets so close to their stars?
What is their history - did they form where we see them now or did they travel in from further out
in their systems? If they did form in the same place we see them now - how was it possible for that
to happen so close to their stars? At small distances away from the central star the gas and dust that
build a planet are cleared out relatively fast, so would the planets have the time to grow to the size
we observe them to have today? And if they did migrate from further out - what is the physical
mechanism for that? And why did the migration stop and the planets didn’t orbit into their stars?
And of course, if giant planets close to their stars are so common - why do we not see them in
the Solar System? More detailed reviews on some of these topics can be found in Morbidelli &
Raymond (2016), Johansen et al. (2014), Raymond et al. (2014), Helled et al. (2014).
There are still a number of mysteries within our own Solar System as well. The Solar System
has a tri-modal structure - the inner Solar System where the small, rocky planets live, followed by
the asteroid belt and finally the realm of the gas giants. How did this particular structure come to
be? The inner terrestrial planets consist of Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars. Terrestrial planets
are said to require a Mars-sized embryo to form from (see Morbidelli et al. 2012 and references
therein). The present day inner planets are not significantly more massive than Mars and assuming
they were indeed formed from Mars-sized embryos, it follows that the rocky planets have not
grown by much since they were formed. This may indicate that there was a depletion of solids
beyond 1 AU in the early stages of formation of the Solar System (Hansen, 2009; Raymond et al.,
2009). Yet the gas giants, which live well beyond 1 AU, needed accretion of solid cores of 10-20
Earth masses in order to form (Pollack et al., 1996), which contradicts the solids depletion idea.
And so, how do we explain the current distribution of masses of planets in the Solar System?
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More questions about the formation of the Solar system arise from analysis of meteorite sam-
ples. Meteorites found on Earth can generally be separated into two major groups - iron and stone
ones. Iron meteorites (meteorites which are mostly composed of an iron-nickel alloy) are esti-
mated to have formed in the first My (106yr) after the formation of the first solids in the Solar
System (Kruijer et al., 2012). On the other hand, chondritic meteorites (a type of stone meteorite
predominantly composed of round grains of minerals) are thought to have formed after about 3-4
My (Villeneuve et al., 2009). As both kinds of meteorites come from the asteroid belt and aster-
oids are remnants from the planet formation phase, that raises the question of whether there were
(at least) two generations of planetesimals (planet seeds) forming in the same area of the Solar
System. And if that was not the case, but instead the current asteroid belt is composed of bodies
that originally formed in separate places - how did they get transported and trapped in their current
location?
The questions laid out in the previous paragraphs are only a small selection of unsolved mys-
teries in the field of star and planet formation. The majority of these problems lead back to more
fundamental questions such as what is the structure and composition of young stellar systems, how
and under what conditions can we build large bodies (planetary embryos) from dust particles, and
once formed, how do the embryos interact with their surrounding environment? These problems
clearly demonstrate the need to study the early stages of stellar systems’ lives. This thesis will
focus on studying the environments and behaviour of stars in their infant ages.
Let us next examine what the early life of a star is like according to the current scientific
ideas. The theories presented in the following sections refer only to low-mass stars, roughly
defined as having masses of . 2 M. The low-mass range is of particular interest as low mass
stars are the most commonly found type of stars in the Galaxy. They are also the favoured type
of host star for searching for Earth-sized exoplanets with current instrumentation, with the most
recent success being the TRAPPIST-1 system, where seven terrestrial planets were found orbiting
around a 0.08 M star (Gillon et al., 2017).
1.2 What are young stars like?
Stars form in giant clouds of molecular gas and dust (e.g. Zuckerman & Palmer 1974, Figure
1.2). These clouds can vary in mass and size from ∼10 M and ∼1 pc across, up to ∼ 106 M
and ∼100 pc. The gas is primarily composed of H2, although CO is typically used to trace these
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molecular clouds. The spatial structure of a molecular cloud is not uniform - there are local denser
regions, such as clumps and cores. Within those regions of enhanced density it becomes possible
for the force of gravity to overcome the opposing force exerted by gas pressure. When this happens
the clumps and cores begin to collapse and fragment, eventually leading to the formation of new
stars (eg. Shu & Adams 1987).
Figure 1.2: Orion molecular cloud complex. Image credit: Rogelio Bernal Andreo
An individual clump or core will spawn many infant stars, but let us focus on an individual
object. A star will form in its own envelope of gas and dust. Over the next several hundred
thousand years material from the envelope will continue to fall onto the star. At the end of this
phase, any remaining material from the envelope will form a circumstellar disk around the star.
The gas and dust in the circumstellar disk become extremely important in the next stage of the
stellar system’s life, as it contains the building blocks needed for the formation of planets.
From an observational perspective, the different stages a young stellar object (YSO) under-
goes between its formation and moving onto the Main Sequence are characterised by the shape
of its spectral energy distribution (SED, flux as a function of wavelength). In particular, the dif-
ferent evolutionary stages are related to the slope of the SED in the near-to-far infrared wave-
lengths (∼ 2µm ≤ λ ≤∼ 50 − 100µm). The slope is characterised by the spectral index s, such
that λFλ ∝ λs.
Based on the shape of the SED and the spectral index, YSOs are classified in four major
categories - Class 0, I, II and III (Lada & Wilking, 1984; Lada, 1987; Andre et al., 1993), illustrated
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Figure 1.3: Example SEDs for the four different classes of YSO. Top left: Class 0 object (Zavagno et al.,
2010) ; Top right: Class I object (Gramajo et al., 2010) ; Bottom left: Class II object (Rodriguez et al.,
2015); Bottom right: Class III object, this thesis
in Figure 1.3. Class 0 and Class I sources are still in the protostar stage - the star is still embedded
in the optically thick envelope of gas and dust. SEDs of Class 0 objects are characterised by a
large far-infrared excess emission with no emission at shorter wavelengths (no flux at < 20µm)
as the stellar light cannot escape the optically thick envelope. SEDs of Class I objects still have
a strong far-infrared excess but they also show optical emission from the star as well as near and
mid-IR flux from the circumstellar disk. Class I objects have spectral indices of s > 0.3 Class II
objects are stars that have lost their envelopes but still host a circumstellar (protoplanetary) disk.
Class II SEDs show excess emission in the UV, a clear stellar photospheric emission component
in the optical, and still exhibit excess IR emission from dust in the disk. Typical spectral indices
for these objects lie between −1.6 < s < −0.3. Finally, Class III objects represent the final stages
of a star’s life before it moves onto the Main Sequence, where most of the gas and dust from the
circumstellar disk is depleted and planet formation has concluded or is close to completion. Class
III SEDs have a strong stellar photoshperic emission component with little or no near-IR emission
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but may exhibit some mid-to-far infrared excess.
This thesis focuses on stars from the Class II type. I will next give a brief overview of the
current understanding of the physical processes that transpire during this stage of a star’s life.
Figure 1.4: Rough schematic of the processes occurring in Class II YSOs. Material from the disk is
accreted onto the star via stellar magnetic field lines. The accreting material shocks onto the stellar surface
creating hot spots alongside the cold spots generated by the stellar magnetic activity. The system dissipates
angular momentum though outflows in the form of jets and winds. Original image from Lamm (2003),
modified by AS and IB.
As already mentioned, at this evolutionary stage the young star is surrounded by a circumstel-
lar disk of gas and dust. Stars of this age (few My) are very magnetically active and are subjects
to cold spots forming on the stellar surface (like the spots we observe on our Sun). The extent of
the dusty portion of the disk near the star is limited (truncated) by the dust sublimation radius -
the distance beyond which (closer to the star) dust is evaporated due to high temperatures. The
sublimation radius typically lies between 0.05-0.5 AU (Natta et al., 2001; Muzerolle et al., 2003).
The gaseous portion of the disk reaches further in towards the star than the dust but it is trun-
cated by the stellar magnetic fields at a distance of about the co-rotation radius - the distance at
which material in the disks rotates at the same angular velocity as the star. The outer regions of
the circumstellar disk can extend to tens or hundreds of AU (eg Isella et al. 2009; Andrews et al.
2009).
The star and disk further interact via magnetospheric accretion - ionised material from the disk
is channelled onto the star via the stellar magnetic field lines that thread through the disk near the
truncation radius (Koenigl, 1991; Hartmann et al., 1994). The channelled material forms accretion
columns with bases at the disk and the stellar surface. Material in the columns travels at super
sonic free-fall speeds (few hundred kms−1) and shocks onto the stellar surface heating the area to
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temperatures of 105−106 K and creating hot spots on the stellar surface. In addition to the transport
of mass from the disk to the star, there is also a substantial ejection of material from the system
in the form of jets and winds. Jets are collimated ejections of plasma and gas emanating from the
star or disk, travelling at speeds between 100-1000 kms−1 (eg see Cabrit 2007). Winds refer to
outflows of plasma that can originate both from the star or the disk and include emission lines over
a broad range of wavelengths between UV and radio. Figure 1.4 presents a rough schematic of the
processes described in the last paragraphs.
We have just looked at the theoretical picture of Class II objects, but let us now examine how
we recognise a young star from an observational standpoint.
1.3 Observational signatures of young stars
One of the key observational signatures of young stars is excess infrared emission. This emission
is produced by dust in the circumstellar disk. Heating of dust and the consequent thermal (IR)
emission can be the result of irradiation from the central star or viscous motions within the disk
itself. We have already examined the appearance of the excess IR flux in the SEDs of Class II
objects in the previous section (Figure 1.3). However, constructing an SED is not the only way to
identify excess emission.
When searching for new YSOs observers will typically take images of entire clusters of stars
and construct colour-magnitude (or colour-colour) plots for the stars in the image. Images will be
taken in two (or more) colour bands (filters) and the brightness (magnitude) of the stars will be
measured for each filter. The magnitude measurements will then be plotted in a single diagram,
the colour-magnitude diagram (CMD), with the magnitude in one filter on the y-axis and the
difference in magnitudes between the two bands (called the colour) on the x-axis. Because of
the excess IR emission young stars will typically appear to have redder colours than their more
evolved counterparts. As a result, the young stars will populate a different area of the CMD plot
than the old stars, which can be used as a signature for their age.
In addition to the IR excess, Class II stars are also known to exhibit ultra-violet luminosities
which exceed the level expected from just the stellar photospheric emission. The origin of the
UV excess is related to the magnetospheric accretion described in the previous section. As the
accreting material reaches the stellar surface it creates a shock at the base of the accretion column,
heating the region to high temperatures, which in turn emits in the UV and even in soft X-rays
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(e.g. Calvet & Gullbring 1998; Muzerolle et al. 2003; Ingleby et al. 2015). Other typical accretion
signatures include strong, broad line Balmer emission (Hα line at 6563 Å) as well as permitted
lines of He I, O I and Ca II (e.g. review of accretion signatures by Mohanty et al. 2005 and
references therein).
The winds, jets and outflows also carry characteristic observational features. Emission lines
associated with mass loss typically include forbidden lines such as [O I] at 6300 and 6363 Å as
well as [S II] at 6717 and 6731 Å (e.g Appenzeller et al. 1984; Hartigan et al. 1995). These lines
exhibit P Cygni profiles, evidence for the motion of the material. A P Cygni profile is characterised
by a broad emission peak with a blue-shifted absorption section (Figure 1.5).
Figure 1.5: P Cygni profile shape. Image credit: http://www.astrosurf.com/aras/novae/Nova2013Del-
1.html
Young stars have one more key characteristic which will be the focus of this thesis - variability.
YSOs are known to exhibit photometric variability over a large range of wavelengths from X-
rays to the infrared. Optical lightcurves (stellar flux as a function of time) are known to vary
as much as ∼3 mag (Joy, 1945). The variability itself falls under different categories in terms of
morphology and time-scales. Stars can undergo increases (Herbig, 1966, 1989; Lehmann et al.,
1995; Stauffer et al., 2014) or decreases (Evans et al., 1989; Bouvier et al., 1999; Stauffer et al.,
2015) in flux, on time-scales varying from minutes to decades and patterns ranging between strictly
periodic to highly irregular. Suggested causes for the variability include stellar spots, changes in
the accretion flow or inner disk structure (geometry, temperature, opacity, inhomogeneities) or
variable extinction from the surrounding material. Photometric variability is usually accompanied
by spectroscopic variability and colour changes. Historically, YSOs exhibiting such behaviour
have fallen under the T Tau (also abbreviated as TTS) label, named after the prototype star T
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Tauri. Nowadays the TTS label extends to all young stars with M. 2 M, even quiescent ones,
but for the purposes of this thesis I will be using the term T Tau star to refer the variable objects
in this group. In the following section I will review some specific variability behaviours from
literature and the suggested physical conditions associated with a given type of variation.
1.4 Variability as a probe of YSO environments
T Tauri stars are generally divided into two subcategories - classical (CTTS) and weak-line (WTTS).
Classical TTS display many of the signatures described in the previous section - UV and IR excess
flux, Class II SEDs, strong emission lines associated with accretion with typically broad and often
asymmetric profiles, forbidden lines associated with outflows with P Cygni profiles and large-
amplitude irregular photometric variability on multiple time-scales. Weak-line TTS lack many
of the signatures typical for CTTS - no UV excess, weak or no emission lines, small amplitudes
periodic photometric variability (Herbst & Koret, 1988). WTTS still exhibit Hα emission, but at a
level more consistent with stellar chromospheric activity (Herbig & Bell, 1988; Barrado y Navas-
cués & Martín, 2003). WTTS can also posses some IR excess emission, but their SEDs usually fall
in the Class III category. The general consensus on WTTS is that they are more evolved objects
with remnants of a protoplanetary disk, with depleted inner parts and hence no longer ongoing
accretion or outflow processes. The work of Herbst et al. (1994) was a solid foundation for our
modern understanding of TTS variability. The authors looked at 80 T Tau stars and classified
their photometric variability in three groups. One group was found to exhibit periodic variations
of < 1 mag in the optical, with the signal persisting over many stellar rotational period (weeks
to months). This type of variability is attributed to stellar magnetic activity (cool spots and oc-
casional flaring). A second type of variability was characterised by quiasi-periodic or irregular
variations of up to 3 mag, which only last for a few rotation cycles (days to weeks). This type of
behaviour is attributed to the accretion activity of the star-disk system. Finally, the authors noted a
third group of variable stars that did not fit in with either of the previous groups. These stars were
very photometrically active, spent most of their time in their bright state and underwent episodic
dimmings. This last group of variability is attributed to variable circumstellar extinction (obscu-
ration by dynamically changing circumstellar material). In the following paragraphs I will review
some more specific, and in some cases extreme, examples of variable T Tau stars.
One very prominent example of extreme T Tau variability is the FU Ori subgroup (e.g. review
by Hartmann & Kenyon (1996)). These are eruptive objects that were first identified by undergoing
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a brightening of several magnitudes in the optical. The initial increase in flux happens quickly,
within one or few years, and then the brightness slowly decreases over the next decades. The best
known systems of this type are FU Ori, V1057 Cyg and V1515 Cyg with lightcurves shown in
Figure 1.6, but there are many more such stars known to astronomers nowadays (eg. Contreras
Peña et al. 2017a,b).
Figure 1.6: Optical lightcurves for the eruptive young stars FU Ori, V1057 Cyg and V1515 Cyg. The
brightness of these objects increases by several magnitudes and decays over decades. Figure taken from
Hartmann (2009).
These objects are now known to exhibit other characteristic features such as a distinctive Li I
[6707Å] absorption line as well as other broad blue-shifted absorption lines indicative of strong
stellar outflows. FU Ori objects do not exhibit any of the accretion signatures typical for TTS,
but they do possess a large infrared excess, suggesting that the stars may possess an envelope
and hence be in an earlier stage of their evolution compared to the typical Class II star. The
brightenings are now associated with outbursts of the accretion disk, during which the inner disk
becomes hot enough to outshine the star in the optical and deposits a large amount of circumstellar
material onto the central object (Hartmann & Kenyon, 1985). The exact mechanism that triggers
the outbursts is not certain, but the popular ideas in literature include perturbations by a stellar
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companion (Bonnell & Bastien, 1992), accretion of "clumps" or planetary objects (Vorobyov &
Basu, 2005, 2006) or a thermal instability in the disk (Pringle, 1981; Frank et al., 1992). It is worth
briefly mentioning that, in addition to the eruptive FU Ori stars, there is a second class (EXor-s,
named after the prototype EX Lup) of variables displaying episodic flaring, but on a smaller scale
in both luminousity and time-scales of the event, compared to FUor-s (e.g Herbig 2007). While
the flaring events in EXor-s are thought to be associated with accretion changes, it remains unclear
whether the physical mechanisms responsible for the EXor variability are a scaled down version
of the FU Ori events or a more extreme case of the flaring events typical for the T Tau stage (we
will see more examples of flaring events later in this section).
Another distinct class of photometric variability among young stars is characterised by de-
creases in brightness resembling eclipse events. One big class of such variables is the UX Ori
group - stars of intermediate mass which undergo irregular dimmings (2-3 mag) with duration of
a few days to a few weeks (Herbst et al., 1983; Tjin A Djie et al., 1984; Grinin et al., 1994). One
particularly interesting fact about these objects is that in their faintest state the systems become
bluer in colour and the light becomes significantly polarised. It is now known that the eclipses are
caused by circumstellar material. At minimum, a sufficient amount of light from the photosphere
is obscured which allows the light scattered by dust in the disk to become significant enough to
cause both the change of colour towards the blue and to change the level of polarisation measured
by observers (Grinin, 1988). Based on the polarisation, it is suggested that UX Ori disks need
to be aligned close to edge on with respect to the line-of-sight. A similar photometric behaviour
is seen among lower mass TTS, with the prototype here being the star AA Tau (Bouvier et al.,
1999, 2003; O’Sullivan et al., 2005). AA Tau shows brightness minima of ∼ 1 − 1.5 mag with
a duration of several days (Figure 1.7). The depth of the minima is reported to be similar across
multiple optical wavelengths (Bouvier et al., 1999), implying the obscuring material must be op-
tically think. In addition, during the faint state AA Tau appears bluer in colour and the light from
the system becomes more polarised, features which it has in common with the UX Ori type stars.
Hydrodynamical and Monte Carlo scattered light simulations have been able to reproduce the ob-
served features of the AA Tau system (O’Sullivan et al., 2005). Thanks to simulations such as this
combined with extensive observational evidence, we now know that the eclipses are caused by a
warp in the inner disk, located close to the co-rotation radius. The warp is said to be the result
of an interaction between the disk and the stellar magnetic field, with the magnetic field being
misaligned to the stellar rotation axis by about 30◦.
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Figure 1.7: Optical lightcurves of AA Tau. The system undergoes episodic eclipses with a duration of
several days. The depth of the eclipse is similar in all filters, implying the obscuring material is optically
thick. Figure taken from Bouvier et al. (1999).
So far I have reviewed the most well known and studied types of variability among T Tauri
stars, but there is a plethora of TTS systems that do not or only partially fall into the above cate-
gories. With the advance of instrumentation and the availability of space-based observatories we
now know of an entire range of different behaviours, distinct in time-scales, periodicity, amplitudes
and morphology. There have been a number of monitoring campaigns looking at different star-
forming regions of the sky that have contributed to the discovery of a whole "zoo" of lower-level
variability (e.g. Morales-Calderón et al. 2011; Alencar et al. 2010; Morales-Calderón et al. 2009;
Muzerolle et al. 2009; Cody et al. 2014). As an example, let us look at the large variety of systems
discovered by the Coordinated Synoptic Investigation of NGC 2264 (Cody et al., 2014). This
campaign comprises of an extensive monitoring of the NGC 2264 cluster with space and ground-
based telescopes in multiple wavelengths spanning X-rays to mid-IR. The authors have identified
eight subgroups of variability including: fading events (dippers, similar to AA Tau), subdivided
into strictly periodic, quasi-periodic and aperiodic; bursting events - stars with episodic increases
of flux; stochastic stars - stars that are neither dippers nor bursters, but their lightcurves look sim-
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ilar when flipped upside down; strictly periodic - similar to stochastic, but with a strict periodic
signature; eclipsing binary systems; and finally an extra class of dippers - objects with very short-
duration brightness decreases in flux (<1day) with variable depths. Figure 1.8 demonstrates some
of the lightcurve morphologies from this campaign. Whereas some signatures can be associated
with particular physical mechanisms (e.g. bursters with accretion activity or dippers with obscura-
tions by circumstellar material) the physical conditions that can exactly reproduce any of the more
complex morphologies remain an open question in the YSO community.
Figure 1.8: Sample lightcurve morphologies from the CSI NGC2264 campaign. Lightcurves taken from
Cody et al. (2014).
1.5 In this thesis
As we have seen in the previous section, time-domain variability is a powerful tool for unlocking
information about YSO environments. To put this statement into perspective, let us for a mo-
ment consider the stunning resolved images of the HL Tau disk taken with the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA)3. In the study presenting the ALMA observations of HL
Tau (ALMA Partnership et al., 2015) the authors report an unprecedented angular resolution of
0.025′′. We can use the simple relation between the physical size of on object (r), the distance at
which we are observing it (d) and its angular size (α), r = αd , to estimate how close to us an object
3http://www.almaobservatory.org/
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would need to be in order for ALMA to be able to resolve a feature of size 1 AU (a rough upper
estimate for the size of the inner disks of T Tau stars). Using the angular resolution value reported
for HL Tau, we would only be able to resolve the inner disks of system within ∼ 40 pc away from
Earth. A real life example of ALMA’s abilities is the ring structure found around TW Hya, with
the circumstellar disk resolved down to ∼ 1 AU and the system located at ∼ 55 pc away from Earth
(Andrews et al., 2016). Unfortunately, the nearest star forming regions are located ∼ 140 pc away
from us (de Zeeuw et al., 1999). Hence, even with ALMA’s amazing capabilities astronomers
are still unable to study the inner-most regions of the majority of stars hosting circumstellar disks
through direct observations. However this is also the area where time-domain variability shines -
it enables to indirectly map the inner disk area for stars otherwise inaccessible to astronomers.
We have also seen that variability can be complex, often leading to irregular features in the
lightcurves. There exists an entire "zoo" of variability behaviours, some understood better than
others. Yet, many questions are still open - what are the exact physical conditions that result in a
certain type of variability? Is it possible to directly link the observational signatures to the physical
state of a system or is it possible that a subtle difference in physical conditions results in a very
different variability pattern? Do the different variability patterns signify different evolutionary
stages for the systems? And if yes, do all stars go through every single phase?
In this work I will present new spectrophotometric observations for seven very low mass YSO
objects in Orion as well as the T Tau star RW Aur, all very active variables. These targets exhibit
complex behaviours and have been monitored on a large range of time-scales (minute to decades)
and various wavelengths (optical to near-IR). Monitoring of these stars has begun prior to the
beginning of this thesis, however the bulk of the data presented in this work covers observations
planned, collected and analysed in the past three years.
Chapter 2 will describe the observational facilities and runs, collected data, and data analysis
techniques used throughout this thesis. Chapter 3 will focus on observations of the mysterious
recent change of variability behaviour of the T Tau star RW Aur. I will present new spectral and
photometric observations from its recent deep eclipse and describe a plausible scenario in relation
to the origin of the dimming. Chapter 4 will focus on seven very low-mass TTS in two star-
forming regions in Orion. Very little is previously known about these individual targets and they
have been identified as highly variable stars in variability monitoring campaigns. I will present
observation of these stars which span a decade, identify their primary variability signatures and
15
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attempt to characterise their physical environments.
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In Chapter 1 I presented an overview of the many facets of young star variability. In order to
obtain both a broad and in depth understanding of the physical conditions around young objects
studies need to be carried out over a wide range of wavelengths and time-scales. It is therefore nat-
ural that a multitude of facilities need to be employed to carry out detailed observations of YSOs.
For example, global ground based telescope networks can enable continuous 24-hour monitor-
ing, while space-based telescopes can achieve photometric precision and wavelength coverage
unattainable from the ground. In this chapter I will give an overview of the facilities, observing
runs, and data reduction and analysis methods used throughout this thesis.
First, I will provide a brief time-line of the observations performed for this thesis. The time-
line will illustrate the rationale behind the target selection and observing strategies employed in
this work. The first set of observations analysed for this thesis were collected in 2003 by Aleks
Scholz using the Very Large Telescope (VLT) array. The observing run consisted of photometric
and spectroscopic observations of seven young brown dwarfs in Orion, which were previously
known to exhibit photometric variability of over 0.1 mag in the optical and near-infrared, but were
otherwise not well studied in literature (see Section 4.1 and 4.2 for details). All targets from the
VLT campaign exhibited optical variability of over 0.1 mag, but during the data analysis step
the dominant source of variability for only two of the objects became clear (Section 4.2.3). The
remaining five objects required follow-up observations.
The star V2737 Ori showed colour variations in the VLT set that were inconsistent with either
stellar spots or extinction from interstellar dust. Aiming to collect additional simultaneous optical
and near infrared observations for this star, in 2015 we set up a simultaneous observing campaign
using the Spitzer Space Telescope for collecting infrared data and the Las Cumbres Observatory
Global Telescope (LCOGT) network for optical data (Section 4.3.1). The campaign also aimed to
map out the inner circumstellar disk region for the star using light echos, but due to a combination
of bad weather and background illumination from the Moon, the ground-based data did not reach
the required signal-to-noise ratio for this task.
Four stars in the  Ori region from the VLT campaign displayed high photometric variability
of between 0.1 and 0.6 mag and colour changes suggesting the source of variability is most likely
related to variable extinction from a circumstellar disk. However, the four targets did not show any
signs of possessing a typical T Tauri star disk. In winter 2015-2016 I observed the four objects
in a variability monitoring campaing with the LCOGT network, collecting data in four different
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passbands in the optical with the aim of looking for colour changes caused by dust and hence
indirectly confirming (or rejecting) the presence of disks in these systems (Section 4.3.2).
In late 2014 the star RW Aur entered a deep, long-lasting eclipse, similar to the one it had
experienced in 2010 (Section 3.2). Aleks Scholz, myself and collaborators monitored RW Aur
between 2014 and 2016 with photometric multiband optical observations with the LCOGT and
photometric R-band observation with the James Gregory Telescope, as well as optical spectral
observations from the Liverpool Telescope (Section 3.3), with the aim of unravelling the origin of
the unusual for the system eclipse (Section 3.4).
All LCOGT and Spitzer observations have been planned by me, under the guidance of Aleks
Scholz. For the planning and execution of all other observations used in this thesis, I refer the
reader to the collaboration statement. All data analysis presented in this work has been carried out
by me, except where explicitly stated otherwise in the text.
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2.1 Observational runs and facilities
2.1.1 Very Large Telescope array
Figure 2.1: The four Unit telescopes at the VLT
at night. Image credit: ESO
The Very Large Telescope1 array (VLT) is an ob-
serving facility operated by the European South-
ern Observatory2 (ESO). The VLT is one of the
biggest ground-based optical and infrared facili-
ties in the world and is part of the Paranal Ob-
servatory, located in the Atacama desert in Chile.
The VLT consists of four 8.2 m diameter Unit
Telescopes and four more 1.8 m diameter Auxil-
iary Telescopes. The Unit Telescopes can be com-
bined to use as an interferometer or used individually.
This work makes use of observations collected with the FOcal Reducer and low dispersion
Spectrograph (FORS2) on the Antu Unit Telescope in 2003. Photometry and spectra were col-
lected for seven young stars in star forming regions near σ-Ori and -Ori. The observing run
covers four consecutive nights, 28-31 Dec 2003, under ESO program 072.C-0197(A).
Each target was observed 4-5 times every night with each visit comprising of one acquisition
image followed by three spectra being taken before moving on to the next object. This observing
method allows for quasi-simultaneous photometric and spectroscopic measurements (within 5-10
minutes). After the last star is done the telescope was pointed at the first target and the whole
observing cycle repeated for the duration of the night. In addition to the seven young stars, the
A-star HD292956 was also observed during each cycle for calibration purposes. The duration of
one cycle (the seven targets plus standard star) is roughly 1 h 40 min, resulting in ~ 4 epochs per
object per night, each with photometry and spectroscopy. The three spectra for each visit are co-
added into a single spectrum during the data reduction step. Some extra photometric datapoints
are available for each target if multiple acquisition images were taken prior to the spectra. The
seeing was ~ 0.6′′ and the observing conditions were consistently good throughout the run.
The images were taken in the I-band filter with an effective wavelength of 768 nm. The de-
1http://www.eso.org/public/teles-instr/paranal/
2http://www.eso.org/public/
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tector consists of a mosaic of two MIT CCDs, each with 4096× 2048 pixels and 15 µm pixel size,
with a total field of view of 6.8′ × 6.8′. The spectra were obtained in the LSS (long slit spectrum)
mode with the 300I grism, which has a central wavelength of 860 nm and wavelength range of
600-1100 nm. This setup yields a typical resolution of R = 660. Throughout the run a slit width
of 1′′ was used. Table 2.1 contains the observing log for the four nights.
Table 2.1: Target names, coordinates, total number of images and spectra and exposure times for the VLT
observing run. V1999 and V1959 are in the same field.
Target RA DEC # images t exp. (s) # spectra t exp.(s)
V2721 Ori 05:38:12.797 -02:12:26.66 24 5 16 100
V2737 Ori 05:38:49.286 -02:23:57.60 26 2 16 50
V2739 Ori 05:39:07.566 -02:12:14.56 25 5 16 160
V1959 Ori 05:34:27.011 -00:54:22.75 27 10 17 300
V1999 Ori 05:34:39.477 -00:54:32.14 27 10 17 300
V2227 Ori 05:35:12.791 -00:36:48.54 23 3 16 80
V2559 Ori 05:35:38.509 -00:51:11.47 25 1 17 30
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2.1.2 Las Cumbres Observatory Global Telescope Network
Figure 2.2: LCOGT telescopes. Image credit:
lcogt.net
The Las Cumbres Observatory Global Telescope
(LCOGT) Network3 is a network of telescopes
spanning the entire globe (Brown et al., 2013).
Each site has one or a mixture of telescopes of dif-
ferent sizes - 0.4, 1.0 and 2.0 m. The spread of the
telescopes across the planet allows for a 24-hour
target coverage in both hemispheres and hence
makes the facility ideal for time-domain astron-
omy. The primary scientific targets for LCOGT
are objects with transient events such as exoplanets, supernovae and Near Earth Objects (NEOs).
The LCOGT network was used to photometrically monitor 6 young stellar objects (YSOs, see
Table 2.2) over different timescales in the period 2014-2016. All observations have been done with
1 m telescopes, some with the Sinistro and others with the SBIG CCD cameras. All observations
are under LCOGT programs STA2014A-002, STA2014B-002 and STA2015A-002. The SBIG
STX-16803 detectors have a size of 4K× 4K pixels, 0.23 ′′ pixel size, field of view of 15.8× 15.8 ′
and resolution of 0.464′′/pix. The Sinistro Fairchild CCD-486 BI detectors have a size of 4K× 4K
pixels, 0.39 ′′ pixel size, field of view of 27× 27 ′ and resolution of 0.389 ′′/pix. All detectors are
equipped with 21 filters, including the Johnson/Cousins UBVRI (Bessell, 2005), Sloan u ′ g ′ r ′ i ′
(Fukugita et al., 1996), PanStarrs zs, ys (Tonry et al., 2012), and some narrow band filters.
All targets were monitored over a long time-scale. The long-time scale monitoring consists
of a single exposure of the star per filter per visit. Stars are visited once every night or every few
nights (subject to observing request scheduling) for as long as they remain visible for the observing
season, ie 3-4 months. This type of monitoring aims to detect any periodic variations on the order
of a few days as well as any gradual changes over months. The exposure time for each target is
different, but selected such that the star is well exposed in the images. All stars were observed in
the Sloan u ′ g ′ r ′ i ′ passbands.
V2737 Ori was also monitored over short time-scales. The short time-scale monitoring con-
sists of time series in a single filter, with a total duration of at least one hour per visit. The filter
3https://lco.global/
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is i ′, as the star is young and hence brightest in that colour. After the time series is done, the
visit is finished with a set of single exposures in the remaining Sloan filters. The short time-scale
monitoring is used to look for minute-to-hour variations, tracking rapid processes in the YSOs.
Table 2.2 gives a short summary of all LCOGT observations.
Table 2.2: Summary of LCOGT observations. Columns include observing program name, object name and
total observed time.
Observing program Object name Total time (h)
STA2014A-002 V2737 Ori 0.9
STA2014B-002 V2737 Ori 56.6
STA2014B-002 RW Aur 3.2
STA2015A-002 V2737 Ori 30.8
STA2015A-002 V2559 Ori 18.8
STA2015A-002 V2227 Ori 19.9
STA2015A-002 V1999 Ori 20.2
STA2015A-002 V1959 Ori 20.2
STA2015A-002 RW Aur 3.3
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2.1.3 Spitzer Space Telescope
Figure 2.3: Artist’s impression of the
Spitzer Space Telescope. Image credit:
www.spitzer.caltech.edu
The Spitzer Space Telescope is NASA’s space
based infrared observatory (Werner et al., 2004).
The mission was launched in 2003 with the instru-
ment being sent into a heliocentric orbit, trailing
behind the Earth. The telescope’s primary mir-
ror has a diameter of 0.85 m and a focal length
of 10.2 m. The primary mission operated in cryo-
genic mode for over five years, but the liquid he-
lium supply used to cool the telescope was ex-
hausted in mid 2009 and most of the instruments on board are no longer in use. Nonetheless,
the two shortest wavelength channels of the Infrared Array Camera (IRAC) (Fazio et al., 2004)
are still functioning, with a sensitivity comparable to that from the cryogenic portion of Spitzer’s
lifetime. The IRAC originally functioned in four mid-infrared channels - 3.6, 4.5, 5.6 and 8.0 µm,
allowing for simultaneous multichannel observations. Two adjacent fields of view were imaged in
the (3.6 and 5.8 µm) and (4.5 and 8.0 µm) channels with the help of beamsplitters. However, as
the telescope is now in its warm phase, the 5.8 and 8.0 µm detectors no longer produce data with
quality high enough for scientific purposes. The 3.6 and 4.5 µm channels remain functional but no
longer support the simultaneous multichannel observations as the two bands image adjacent fields
of view. All detectors in the array are 256 × 256 pixels in size, with a pixel size of 1.2 ′′ × 1.2 ′′
and a field of view of 5.2 ′ × 5.2 ′.
The Spitzer Space telescope was used to observe the young stellar object V2737 Ori over ten
nights in December 2015. The observations were performed with the 4.5 µm channel of the IRAC
instrument, under program ID V2737ORI/12051, Spitzer campain IRAC-PC167 and IRAC-PC168
(IRAC041200 and IRAC041200) as part of Cycle 12 of the Warm Mission. The observations
spanned 10 nights, with a one-hour observing block on each visit. Each observing block consists
of 150 dithered exposures, each with exposure time of 12 s, resulting in a cadence of 18 s. Table
2.3 summarises our observations from the Spitzer run.
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Table 2.3: Dates, times, exposure time and total number of exposures for the V2737 Ori Spitzer observing
run.
Date Start time (UT) t exp. (s) # images
15-12-2015 13:37 12 150
16-12-2015 03:54 12 150
17-12-2015 11:33 12 150
18-12-2015 16:16 12 150
19-12-2015 17:02 12 150
21-12-2015 17:07 12 150
23-12-2015 05:01 12 150
25-12-2015 04:46 12 150
26-12-2015 09:27 12 150
27-12-2015 22:39 12 150
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2.1.4 James Gregory Telescope
Figure 2.4: The James Gregory telescope. Image
credit: www.jackomalley.com
The James Gregory Telescope (JGT) at the Uni-
versity of St Andrews Observatory is the largest
operational optical telescope in the United King-
dom. It is a Schmidt-Cassegrain optical design
with a primary mirror of 0.94 m. In the past sev-
eral years the JGT has been used primarily for
time-domain observations of young stars and exo-
planets. The telescope is equipped with an Andor
CCD detector, 1K× 1K pixels, 13 µm pixel size,
resolution of ~1.0 ′′/pix and a field of view of about 15′ × 15′.
The JGT was used to observe the photometric variations of RW Aur in the period March 2015
- March 2016. The target was observed in time-series for a minimum of one hour in the Cousin R
band, with exposure times between 30-60s, depending on weather conditions. Table 2.4 contains
a summary of the observations.
Table 2.4: Summary of photometric observations with the JGT. This table lists date, number of images,
exposure time and average Cousins R-band magnitude of RW Aur for each night.
MJD Date no images t exp. (s) R (mag)
57092 11-03-2015 270 60 11.89
57099 18-03-2015 160 60 12.21
57104 23-03-2015 110 60 11.99
57110 29-03-2015 130 60 12.08
57337 11-11-2015 240 30 12.71
57367 11-12-2015 210 60 12.47
57368 12-12-2015 270 30 12.53
57401 14-01-2016 250 60 12.54
57428 10-02-2016 320 60 12.65
57429 11-02-2016 240 60 12.61
57454 07-03-2016 240 30 12.41
57478 31-03-2016 110 60 12.43
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2.1.5 Liverpool Telescope
Figure 2.5: The Liverpool Telescope. Image
credit: www.schoolsobservatory.org.uk
The Liverpool Telescope (LT) (Steele et al.,
2004) is 2 m telescope with a Ritchey-Chretien
Cassegrain optics design, situated at Roque de los
Muchachos Observatory4 on La Palma. The tele-
scope is fully automated and is run by a Robotic
Control System, designed to respond to event
as they occur (eg. change in weather condi-
tions). The LT is owned by the Liverpool John
Moores University and operated by Astrophysics
Research Institute5. In addition to its scientific goals in the field of time-domain astronomy, the
facility is also available to schools across the UK for educational purposes.
The LT was used to obtain a dataset of spectra for the star RW Aur in the period 2013 to
2015. The spectra were taken with the Fibre-fed RObotic Dual-beam Optical Spectrograph (FRO-
DOSpec) instrument. FRODOSpec is a multi-purpose integral-field spectrograph with a dual beam
design. The exact wavelength coverage of each arm (blue and red) varies with resolution but, over-
all, the instrument covers a wavelength range between ~ 4000 Å - 1 µm.
The observations cover 19 nights between February 2013 and February 2015 with three spectra
taken each night. High-resolution spectra were taken in both the blue (3900 - 5100Å) and red arm
(5900 - 8000 Å), but due to a very low signal-to-noise ratio, the blue arm spectra were discarded.
The resolution of the red arm in high-resolution mode is ~ 5,300. The integral field covers 9.84′′
× 9.84′′, with 12 lenslets each with diameter of 0.82′′ on-sky. The exposure time is 300s for all
spectra. As there is no staff astronomer on sight and the system is fully robotic, in some of the
observations the target is either not within within the integral field unit (IFU) or is not centred
within the IFU. Table 2.5 summarises the observing run.
4http://www.iac.es/eno.php?op1=2&lang=en
5http://www.astro.ljmu.ac.uk/Main_Page
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Table 2.5: Summary of spectral observation epochs done with the Liverpool Telescope. Epochs in which
the target was not centred in the IFU i.e. not completely covered, are indicated in the last column.
MJD Date IFU coverage
56330 07-02-2013 Partial
56363 12-13-2013 Complete
56500 27-07-2013 Complete
56524 20-08-2013 Complete
56544 09-09-2013 Complete
56565 30-09-2013 Complete
56586 21-10-2013 Complete
56611 15-11-2013 Complete
56644 18-12-2013 Complete
56671 14-01-2014 Complete
56724 08-03-2014 Complete
56740 24-03-2014 Complete
56752 05-04-2014 Complete
56910 10-09-2014 Partial
57028 06-01-2015 Partial
57034 12-01-2015 Complete
57039 17-01-2015 Partial
57049 27-01-2015 Partial
57079 26-02-2015 Partial
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2.1.6 Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer
Figure 2.6: Artist’s impression of the
Wide-filed Infrared Survey Explorer. Im-
age credit: IPAC−CALTEC, photojour-
nal.jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/PIA17254
The Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE)
is a NASA infrared space telescope originally
designed to map out the sky in the IR (Wright
et al., 2010). The 40 cm diameter telescope was
launched in 2009 and performed an all-sky sur-
vey for over 10 months in the 3.4, 4.6, 12 and
22 µm wavelength bands. The telescope was later
taken out of hibernation in 2013 and entered into
a post-cryo mission with the prime goal of mon-
itoring Near-Earth Objects (NEOWISE, Mainzer
et al. 2011, 2014). Similarly to Spitzer, NEOWISE also operates only in the 3.4 and 4.6 µm
channels (hereafter W1 and W2).
This thesis makes use of WISE and NEOWISE photometric measurements for five objects
(RW Aur and four stars in  Ori) in the W1 and W2 bands. The magnitudes have been taken
directly out of the AllWISE Multiepoch Photometry Table and the NEOWISE-R Single Exposure
(L1b) Source Table6. Table 2.6 contains a short summary of the WISE/NEOWISE data.
Table 2.6: Summary of WISE/NEOWISE archival data used in this study. For each epoch the archival data
contains both a W1 and W2 photometric measurement.
Object Time period # WISE # NEOWISE
covered epochs epochs
RW Aur 2010 - 2015 21 47
V1959 Ori 2010 - 2015 23 54
V1999 Ori 2010 - 2015 24 58
V2227 Ori 2010 - 2015 26 53
V2559 Ori 2010 - 2015 24 56
6http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/cgi-bin/Gator/nph-scan?mission=irsa&submit=Select&projshort=WISE
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2.2 Data reduction and analysis techniques
2.2.1 Basic data reduction
Before data can be used for scientific analysis it first needs to undergo a calibration process, where
systematic instrumental effects are removed. In the following sections I will give a brief overview
of the basic data reduction steps that have been applied to raw data used in this work.
Image calibration
Charged Coupled Devices (CCDs) are composed of light sensitive elements, called pixels. When-
ever a photon is incident on a pixel, it generates currents that can then be converted into digital
signal with the help of an ADC (analogue to digital converter). To ensure that the ADC always
receives a positive value, an artificial electronic offset is added to the signal from the CCD. This
offset is called "bias level" and needs to be subtracted from a raw image in the calibration process.
Measuring the bias level is usually achieved in one of two ways. Some instruments will allow for
an extra region of data containing only the bias level to be recorded in an image in addition to the
real data. This region is often referred as as the "bias strip" or "overscan region". Alternatively, a
series of calibration "bias frames" with an exposure time as close to 0 s as possible can be taken
and combined to obtain an estimate of the bias level.
In some older CCDs additional counts are accumulated in each pixel due to thermal noise. To
correct for this thermal noise "dark count" calibration frames need to be taken. This is achieved by
taking images with no light incident on the camera (hence "dark") and exposure times matching
the exposure times of the science images. The dark frame is then subtracted from the raw image.
Nowadays, with better instruments and efficient cooling, dark counts are usually negligible.
Finally, the different pixels of the CCD camera will have different sensitivity. To correct for
this effect "flatfield" images need to be taken. A flatfield image is obtained by taking an exposure
of an evenly illuminated source (eg. twilight sky). A separate flatfield image is necessary for each
filter that the science observations will be taken in. Unlike the the bias and dark corrections which
need to be subtracted from the raw image, the flatfield correction is applied by dividing the raw
image by the flatfield (note that both the raw and flatfield image need to be bias and dark corrected
before this step).
I have written IRAF scripts for applying bias and flatfield corrections to all VLT/FORS2 pho-
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tometric data. A series of bias frames and sky flatfields, taken during the observing run, were used
for the calibration. I have median-combined 20 bias frames to generate a master bias frame. I then
subtracted the master bias frame from each flatfield and raw science image. The bias-corrected
flatfield images were then median-combined to create a master flatfield image. Finally, I divided
each bias-corrected science image by the master flatfield.
The JGT images have been reduced by Aleks Scholz, by using the overscan region for the bias
correction and twilight sky images for the flatfields. The LCOGT and Spitzer images have been
reduced by the automated LCOGT7 and Spitzer8 calibration pipelines respectively.
Spectral calibration
Extracting a spectrum from a raw spectrum image is a rather involved process. The first step in
this process is subtracting the bias from all images (science and calibration frames) as explained
above. After bias correction, the science images are ready for spectrum extraction. The extracted
spectra are then wavelength and flux calibrated. Each of these steps is explained in more detail
below.
A raw spectrum image is shown in Figure 2.7. The bright horizontal line at the bottom of the
image is a stellar spectrum. The bright vertical lines are sky features. In this case, the x-axis is the
dispersion axis. In order to extract the stellar spectrum, first an aperture is defined to identify the
location of the star in the image. The aperture, meant to enclose the stellar signal, is composed of
center coordinates and a radius. Distortions introduced by camera optics and diffraction gratings,
and differential atmospheric refraction can result in the stellar signal not being perfectly parallel
to the dispersion axis. Therefore the center of the stellar profile needs to be traced as a function
of the dispersion axis. For each point along the dispersion axis the stellar flux within the defined
aperture is summed up and the background level is subtracted from the sum. The result of this
entire process is a one-dimensional set of flux values for the star, each value corresponding to a
position along the dispersion axis.
Next, a wavelength scale needs to be applied to the extracted 1D spectra. This can be done
with the help of arc lamp calibration frames. Arc lamp frames are spectra of lamps with lines
that have been measured under laboratory conditions and therefore the wavelengths of the lines
in the lamp spectra are well known. Spectra of the lamps are taken with the same instrument as
7https://lco.global/observatory/data/BANZAIpipeline/
8http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/docs/irac/iracinstrumenthandbook/15/#_Toc410728302
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Figure 2.7: Sample raw spectrum image for a star. The stellar signal is the bright horizontal line at the
bottom of the image. The bright vertical lines are sky features. The dispersion axis is along the x-axis.
the science images and extracted as described in the previous paragraph. The lines in the resulting
1D spectrum are then compared to those in line identification plots. This way the dispersion axis
coordinate can be associated with a wavelength. When done for several lines, a function (called
the dispersion solution) can be constructed for mapping dispersion axis coordinate to wavelength
for any point along the dispersion axis. Once the dispersion solution has been found, it can be
applied to the extracted stellar 1D fluxes, converting them to 2D (flux as a function of wavelength)
spectra.
The final step in the spectral reduction is the flux calibration. Some of the photons entering
the optical system (telescope plus instruments) will be lost and not get recorded as the system is
not perfect. As a result, the shape of the observed stellar SED will be distorted with respect to
its intrinsic form. The flux calibration corrects for this distortion effect. The correction consists
of calculating the optical system’s response function - the ratio of incident to recorded photons
as a function of wavelength. In order to calculate the response function a standard (well studied)
star is observed, or, if none are available, a calibration star with few features which can easily be
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modelled. Both the spectrum extraction and wavelength calibration steps are first applied to the
standard star spectrum. The resulting 2D spectrum for the standard star can then be compared to
its known (for well studied stars) or predicted (from models) spectrum and their ratio will give
the system’s response function. Once the response function is calculated from the standard star, it
can then be applied to the remaining stellar spectra, completing the calibration process. The flux
calibration done in this thesis is only relative, ie the spectral are not shifted to an absolute flux
level and can not be directly compared to measurements in standard units from literature. Figure
2.8 shows a flow chart, summarising all the spectral calibration steps.
I have written IRAF scripts to reduce all VLT/FORS2 spectra following the steps above. HeAr
lamps were used for the wavelength calibration. The line list table and line identification plots
were taken from the ESO FORS2 instrument description webpage9. The star HD292956 was
used for flux calibration. It was modelled with a blackbody spectrum of effective temperature of
10000 K, selected as closest to the star’s spectral type (A0V).
The LT spectra of RW Aur were reduced using the FRODOSpec pipeline (Barnsley et al.,
2012). Pipeline processing includes bias subtraction, overscan trimming and CCD flat fielding,
flux extraction and wavelength calibration. Flux calibration was not performed on these spectra.
2.2.2 Data analysis techniques
Differential aperture photometry
Aperture photometry is a technique used for measuring the brightness of astronomical objects in
images. The basic idea is to obtain the total flux of the target by summing up the counts from
each pixel the object is spread over. For stars, this simply involves defining a circular aperture that
encloses all the light from the star. However, the flux within the aperture will include both signal
from the star and the sky background. To estimate the sky background an additional aperture
with slightly bigger radius is defined around the area immediately adjacent to the star. Once the
background level is known, it is multiplied by the number of pixels in the aperture around the star
and then subtracted from the total flux inside the smaller aperture, leaving only the stellar signal.
The flux counts will then be converted to an instrumental magnitude. The general form of the
conversion is
9http://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/paranal/instruments/fors/inst/grisms.html
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Figure 2.8: Flow chart illustrating the spectral reduction steps. See text in Section 2.2.1 for details.
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m = C − 2.5log(Nstar − Nsky) + 2.5log(t) (2.1)
where Nstar and Nsky are the total star+sky and sky counts within the aperture, t is the exposure
time and C is an arbitrary zero-point offset, different for each instrument. At this point we have
an instrumental apparent magnitude for the star. If there are time-series observations of the star,
the magnitudes can be used to construct a lightcurve - plot of the star’s brightness (magnitude) as
a function of time.
Simply performing the above steps, however, is not sufficient to show a star’s intrinsic variabil-
ity in its lightcurve. The problem here is that in addition to any changes in the star’s brightness,
the lightcurve will also contain changes of brightness due to systematic effects such as varying
weather conditions or changing airmass due to the field of view moving across the sky during the
observing run. Differential photometry can be used to eliminate such systematics.
The concept behind differential photometry is that the target star is observed alongside a num-
ber of other stars in the same field of view. Atmosphere-related systematics will affect each star
in the field in an identical way. If we then divide the fluxes of two stars, systemic effects such as
spatial changes in atmospheric transparency or colour changes due to varying airmass will cancel
out, leaving behind only intrinsic variability. However, it should be noted that differential photom-
etry cannot correct for the effects of atmospheric seeing and scintillation. In practice, differential
photometry can be applied when the target of interest is observed alongside several other stable
(non-variable) reference stars of similar magnitude in the same field of view. The lightcurves of
the reference stars can be combined (for example by averaging) to obtain a master lightcurve,
containing systematics only. The master lightcurve can then be subtracted from the target star’s
lightcurve, leaving only the intrinsic variability of the target in the resulting differential lightcurve.
I have written scripts in IRAF and python and performed differential aperture photometry on
all targets from the VLT, LCOGT and Spitzer observing campaigns. The JGT lightcurves used in
this work have been produced by Aleks Scholz.
Checking the quality of photometry
Through this thesis, each lightcurve plot is accompanied by a root mean square (RMS) plot, to
inspect the quality of photometry. After the master lightcurve is constructed for a given field of
stars as described above, it is subtracted from both the target and each reference star. The standard
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deviation for each differential lightcurve is then calculated using
RMS =
( 1
n
n∑
i=1
(xi − x¯)2
)1
2 , (2.2)
where n is the number of data points in the lightcurve, x¯ is the average magnitude value for
the curve and xi is the i-th magnitude measurement. The final RMS plot contains each star’s RMS
as a function of its average magnitude. The error in the photometry is then defined by the lower
envelope of the reference stars. Figure 2.9 shows a sample differential lightcurve for one of my
targets and associated RMS plot for the field.
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Figure 2.9: Left: Example differential lightcurve for the star V2739 Ori. The y-axis contains the differential
(target - master lightcurve) magnitude for the star. Right: Associated RMS plot for the V2739 Ori field.
The error in the photometry is ~1%, with V2739 being a clearly variable outlier in the field.
Colour-magnitude diagrams
Colour-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) have many applications, but in the context of this thesis they
are a powerful tool for studying any colour changes in the stars. A CMD is a plot of a star’s
magnitude in one filter versus the difference in magnitudes (referred to as colour) between the first
and a second filter for a given epoch. If the target is experiencing any colour changes, usually
reddening, it will often manifest through a correlation in the data points in the CMD.
When light passes through dust, some of it will get absorbed and some of it will be scattered.
As observers, we will see less light from an object behind a dust screen than it intrinsically emits.
This will be reflected by a change in the object’s magnitude, given by
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mobs = m0 + A, (2.3)
where m0 is the true magnitude of the star and A is the extinction, the light lost due to dust.
It is important to note that the extinction is wavelength dependent - shorter wavelengths are more
affected by dust and hence the stars will appear redder in colour. The variation in the amount of
extinction over different wavelengths is expressed in the form of extinction laws. Extinction laws
are often defined in terms of the parameter
RV =
AV
E(B − V) =
AV
AB − AV (2.4)
where AB and AV are the amount of extinction in the B and V bands respectively. A small
value for RV requires a large value for the denominator, meaning more extinction at the bluer
wavelength, hence a stronger wavelength dependence implying a smaller cross-section for the
dust particles and therefore small grain size. Vice versa, large values for RV are associated with
large dust grains.
Reddening in the CMDs is often quantified by or compared to extinction vectors. An extinction
vector shows the amount of reddening one would expect for an object obscured by dust. In this
work, I have used the mean wavelength-dependent extinction law from Cardelli et al. (1989) which
has the form
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〈 A(λ)/AV〉 = a(x) + b(x)/RV , with
a(x) = 0.574x1.61
b(x) = −0.527x1.61
for 0.3 µm−1 ≤ x ≤ 1.1 µm−1
and
y = x − 1.82
a(x) = 1 + 0.17699y − 0.5447y2 − 0.02427y3+
+0.72085y4 + 0.01979y5 − 0.77530y6 + 0.32999y7
b(x) = 1.41338y + 2.28305y2 + 1.07233y3 − 5.38434y4−
−0.62252y5 + 5.30260y6 − 2.09002y7
for 1.1 µm−1 ≤ x ≤ 3.3 µm−1
(2.5)
Using the above equation, I calculate the extinction A(λ) for each filter wavelength used in
the observations, for a number of combinations for the AV and RV parameters. I then plot an
extinction vector representing the A(λ) values that best fit the amplitudes of the variations in the
observed lightcurves. Figure 2.10 shows a sample colour-magnitude diagram for the star RW Aur,
along with the best matching extinction vector. More detailed discussions on the CMD plots and
extinction can be found in Chapters 3 and 4.
Spectral classification
Some of the stars studied in this work had no previously published spectra. The first step of the
spectral analysis I did was to determine the spectral type for these targets. I have used two methods
to do this - calculating spectral ratios and comparing to spectral templates.
Spectral ratio measurements rely on the fact that many spectral features are temperature sen-
sitive. In this thesis I have adopted the PC3 spectral ratio index defined by Martín et al. (1999). In
their work the authors caution against using spectral lines as they can be sensitive to gravity and
metalicity in addition to temperature. Instead, they make use of pseudocontinuum slope measure-
ments. The PC3 pseudocontinuum ratio is empirically shown to be correlated to the spectral type
of late-type stars. The PC3 index is calculated by integrating the stellar flux between 8230-8270 Å
and dividing the value by the integrated flux between 7540-7580 Å. The integration limits are
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Figure 2.10: Example colour-magnitude diagram from LCOGT observations of RW Aur. The extinction
vector is for RV = 3.1 and AV = 0.9. The black lines are the best linear fit to the observed data and
associated errors in the slope.
chosen such that there are minimal absorption features and the spectrum is close to the continuum
level (pseudo-continuum). The empirical relation between the PC3 index and stellar spectral type
for M dwarfs is given by:
SpT = −6.685 + 11.715 × (PC3) − 2.024 × (PC3)2 (2.6)
To complement the spectral indexing method, I also performed a visual comparison of the
observed spectra to spectral templates. I have used the same templates as the ones compiled by
Muzic et al. (2015), which were created by averaging observed spectra of M dwarfs of similar
spectral type, obtained from the dwarf archives10).
I applied spectral indexing and visual comparison to template spectra to all stars in the VLT/FORS2
sample. The spectral types derived from both methods agree within 1 subtype. However, it is im-
portant to note that neither method is a perfect representation for the stars analysed in this work as,
the stars are very young whereas both the spectral indexing and spectral templates were derived
from old, evolved objects.
10www.dwarfarchives.org; Kirkpatrick et al. 1991; Kirkpatrick 1992; Kirkpatrick et al. 1995 or unpublished
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Spectral line equivalent widths
Spectral lines contain a wealth of information about the physical and chemical conditions of astro-
nomical objects. The intensity and shape of lines can, however, vary greatly from object to object,
making it difficult to directly compare different stars. Measuring equivalent widths of lines, on the
other hand, is a great tool for obtaining information about the strengths of lines regardless of the
specific shape.
The equivalent width of a spectral line is measured in a flux versus wavelength plot and is
defined as the width of a rectangle which has a height equal to that of the continuum level of the
line and an area equal to the area under the line. Mathematically, it is defined as
EW =
∑( Fline
Fcont
− 1
)
∆λ (2.7)
where Fline is the emission line flux and Fcont is the continuum flux (for absorption lines, the
order of the two terms in the brackets will be reversed).
Young stars exhibit Hα emission. The emission lines can either be weak and narrow, in which
case they are a signature of chromospheric activity, or broad and strong, indicating ongoing accre-
tion. I have measured Hα equivalent widths for all stars in the VLT/FORS2 set. The continuum
was smoothed using optimal averaging with a Gaussian filter of width 15.0 Å. The line is inte-
grated between 6555 and 6575 Å.
Chapter 3 features equivalent widths for the Hα, He I and [O I] lines measured from the LT
spectra for RW Aur. The measurements were done by Gráinne Costigan.
Modelling
As already discussed in Section 2.2.2, reddening can be caused by obscuration by dust, but dust is
not the only physical mechanism that can produce such a change in colour. Stellar hot spots (due
to accretion activity) and cold spots (magnetic activity) can make a star appear bluer when brighter
and redder when dimmer. To look into the physical origin of the colour changes in the spectra of
the VLT/FORS2 sample stars, I have done basic modelling for hot spots, cold spots and variable
extinction by dust for each target.
The amplitude of the variation in magnitude for a star with hot spots can be expressed as:
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A = −2.5 log
( Fstar
f Fspot + (1 − f )Fstar
)
, (2.8)
where Fstar and Fspot are the stellar photosphere and hot spot fluxes respectively, and the
filling factor f is the fractional area of the stellar disk covered by spots. In this scenario the
minimum in the observed lightcurve would correspond to viewing the stellar photosphere only,
whereas at maximum in the lightcurve is at a state where we see the photosphere plus a contribution
from hot spots. Due to the late spectral type and low temperatures of all stars in the sample,
I have chosen to use model atmospheres to represent both the stellar photosphere and spots, as
opposed to simply using a blackbody spectrum (see the Hot Spot subsection of Section 4.2.3 for a
more detailed discussion on the choice of models). The model atmospheres used are PHOENIX-
ACES-AGSS-COND-201111, version 16.01.00B, Husser et al. (2013). I calculate amplitudes for
a variety of parameter values: 3000K <= Tspot <=12000K and 0.01<= f <=1.0. In order to
compare the models to the observations, I first select the (Tspot, f ) pairs that reproduce the observed
photometric amplitudes for every target. I then compare the ratio of the model fluxes at maximum
and minimum with the observed ones.
The cold spot analysis is identical to the hot spot one, with the exception that now the pho-
tosphere only case represents the the star at maximum brightness, and the photosphere plus cold
spots is the star in its dimmest state. The spot effective temperature now ranges from 2300 to
3000 K.
The dust extinction modelling is done using the extinction law described in Section 2.2.2.
Again, I use a model atmosphere to represent the stellar photosphere and apply the extinction law
to the model atmosphere. In this scenario the photosphere represents the star at maximum (no
extinction) and the model atmosphere plus extinction - the star at minimum. AV and RV are free
parameters (see eq. 2.5). I allow AV to vary from 0.0 to 1.5 and RV from 3.1 to 5.0. And again, the
ratio of the model fluxes at maximum and minimum is compared to the observed one to determine
the best fitting combinations for AV and RV .
Figure 2.11 shows an example of the modelling analysis, with the best fitting models for each
scenario for the star V2739 Ori.
11http://phoenix.astro.physik.uni-goettingen.de
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Figure 2.11: Example modelling analysis for the star V2739 Ori. The plot represent the flux ratios between
the star at maximum and minimum brightness for each model and the observed data.
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In the previous chapter I reviewed the observational facilities, observing campaigns, and data
reduction and analysis techniques used throughout this thesis. In the following chapter we will
take a look at the T Tauri star RW Aur - a system that started experiencing long-lasting dimming
events in the past few years, never before seen in the over a century long observing history of
this star. I will present a large collection of multi-wavelength photometric observations taken
during the eclipse, alongside a series of spectra taken both prior and during one of the dimming
events. Combining the data from this study with further observational evidence from literature I
will present a plausible scenario for the origin of the eclipses - namely the star being obscured by
a dusty disk wind.
This chapter is based on work presented in Bozhinova et al. (2016b).
3.1 RW Aur - a well known, highly variable T Tau star
RW Aur has been known to astronomers for over 100 years. One of its early notable appearances
was in Joy (1945), where a number of highly variable T Tau stars were presented. In his work Joy
identifies RW Aur as a T Tau type star with irregular brightness variations of up to 3 mag in the
visual and a spectrum rich in emission lines. In the same work it is noted that RW Aur has a visual
companion, although the quality of the observations at the time do not allow for detailed study
of the companion. Figure 3.1 presents a collection of AAVSO (American Association of Variable
Star Observers) observations of RW Aur prior to 2010, illustrating the historical variability of the
star.
Nowadays it is well established that RW Aur is a visual binary system, with the primary and
secondary components separated by 1.4′′. The primary, RW Aur A, exhibits strong spectral lines
associated with active accretion and winds (eg. Petrov et al. 2001; Alencar et al. 2005). The
secondary component, RW Aur B, is identified as a late K type TTS with no significant evidence
of ongoing accretion (Ghez et al., 1993, 1997; White & Hillenbrand, 2004). Table 3.1 provides a
summary of the measured properties of the RW Aur A-B system.
Table 3.1: Properties of the RW Aur A and B system. All values are taken from White & Ghez (2001).
Object Spec. Type M? ( M) Teff (K) log L? (L) log Age (yr)
RW Aur A K1 ± 2 1.34 ± 18 5082 0.23 ± 0.14 6.92 ± 0.31
RW Aur B K5 0.93 ± 0.09 4395 -0.40 ± 0.10 7.13 ± 0.18
Additionally, there have been hints in the literature pointing towards the existence of further
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Figure 3.1: Historical lightcurve of RW Aur up to 2010. The star shows variations of up to 3 mag in the
visual. Data collected from the AAVSO archive.
stellar/substellar companions in the system. Ghez et al. (1993) report a speckle imaging survey of
69 T Tau stars in the Taurus-Auriga and Ophiucus-Scorpius star forming regions, aiming to study
the multiplicity of the stellar systems. Their analysis suggests a possible tertiary component (RW
Aur C) orbiting RW Aur B, with a separation of 0.12′′ between the B and C stars. Furthermore,
periodic variations in the radial velocity of a number of lines in RW Aur A have been reported in
spectroscopic studies by Gahm et al. (1999) and Petrov et al. (2001). One possible explanation
for the variations that has been put forward by the authors is the existence of a brown dwarf sized
companion (RW Aur D) in close orbit around RW Aur A. However, Petrov et al. (2001) also
consider an alternative model where the variations arise as a consequence from a misalignment
between the rotational and magnetic axes of the primary. Both models are found to be able to
explain the complex behaviour of most of the observed lines. Up to date, the presence of the D
component has neither been confirmed nor rejected.
A study by Cabrit et al. (2006) explores the possibility of a recent gravitational interaction
between the A and B components. The authors construct CO maps of RW Aur from interferomet-
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ric images. The maps reveal a long (600 AU), red-shifted structure of material located near the
primary star. Modelling the disk yields an estimate for the size of the circumstellar disk around
RW Aur A which is unusually small (40-57 AU). The disk size is calculated for a disk inclination
between 45-60◦. Both the existence of the “arm” of material and the small size of component
A’s circumstellar disk are adopted as evidence for the recent fly-by of RW Aur B. Further to the
work presented by Cabrit et al. (2006), new hydrodynamical simulations of the RW Aur disk are
presented by Dai et al. (2015). The authors model a tidal encounter between the two components
and claim to be able to reproduce the major observed morphological and kinematic features of the
system.
3.2 Playing hide and seek - RW Aur’s recent deep, long-lasting dim-
mings
Despite of over a century of observations and detailed studies, RW Aur surprised astronomers in
2010. The system went into a long-lasting eclipsed state and stayed that way for nearly an year.
Such behaviour was previously unknown for this star, whose typical photometrical variability
time scales were observed to be on the order of hours to days. The brightness of RW Aur dropped
by ∼ 2 mag during this event. Rodriguez et al. (2013) combined Kilodegree Extremely Little
Telescope (KELT) observations with AAVSO data to carry out a photometric investigation of the
2010 dimming. The authors studied the kinematics of the system using the ingress of the eclipse.
They concluded that the most viable scenario for the origin of the eclipse is obscuration by material
located at ∼ 180 AU away from RW Aur A (more details later in this section). The obscuring
material distance estimate places it very far away from the outer edge of the circumstellar disk,
but it is noted the material can still be part of the tidally disrupted arm discovered by Cabrit et al.
(2006). Rodriguez et al. (2013) conclude that the 2010 dimming event is caused by dust from the
tidal arm crossing the line of sight and blocking light from RW Aur A.
In 2014, only a few years after the 2010 event, RW Aur faded for a second time with the
eclipse lasting nearly 2 years. Resolved RW Aur A photometry by Antipin et al. (2015) indicates
the depth of the 2014 event is ∼3 mag. Figures 3.2 presents AAVSO visual observations of the
2010 and 2014 dimmings. Figure 3.3 shows two images of RW Aur showing the star in and out
of eclipse. The 2014 eclipse finished in summer 2016, with the star returning to its out of eclipse
brightness in August 2016 (note, the dimming may have concluded earlier, but the system is not
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visible from the ground in the summer months and hence there is no data available between May
and July). What is more, there are indications that the system may have entered into a third eclipse
in late November 2016. In the following sections I will focus on the 2014 eclipse.
Figure 3.2: RW Aur visual lightcurve showing the 2010 and 2014 dimming events. The system drops in
brightness by ∼ 2-3 mags during the eclipses. Data collected from the AAVSO archive.
Petrov et al. (2015) compare resolved spectra of RW Aur A in and out of the 2014 eclipse. The
authors report no significant change in the equivalent width of the Hα line during the dimming.
The line profile and intensity of the Hα as well as the He I line at 5875 Å remain unchanged.
Both lines are associated with accretion activity and the lack of change in those lines during the
dimming suggests the accretion flow of the star has remained unchanged. At the same time Petrov
et al. (2015) report that the equivalent widths of the forbidden lines of [O I] and [S II], lines
associated with outflows, become several times stronger during the eclipse. Additionally, the
authors find that profiles of the resonance lines of Ca II and Na I D have developed a P Cyg profile
with an enhanced blue-shifted absorption feature in-eclipse. It is suggested that the enhancement
in the forbidden line equivalent widths is caused by the drop in the continuum level as opposed to
an inherent increase in the line flux. The authors combine the lack of change in the accretion flow
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of RW Aur in and out of eclipse. RW Aur is indicated by a red arrow in both
images. Left: Archival STScI Digitized Sky Survey R-band image of RW Aur out of eclipse. The target
is comparable in brightness to the two bright stars in the right side of the field. Right: LCOGT r ′ image
of RW Aur during the 2014 eclipse. The target is now considerably dimmer than the two bright stars in the
right side of the field.
and the apparent enhancement in the wind and outflow together with the grey extinction reported
by Antipin et al. (2015) to develop an alternative theory to explain the origin of the dimming.
Petrov et al. (2015) suggest that the obscuring body is covering the star and inner parts of the
system but the outflows remain visible. The grey extinction is indicative of the presence of large
dust grains. The authors conclude that the disk winds may be interacting with the disk, lifting dust
grains into the line of sight, thus blocking light from the star and inner regions of the system.
Further to the spectroscopic study by Petrov et al. (2015), Shenavrin et al. (2015) present
unresolved infrared photometry of the system in the period 2010-2015. RW Aur is observed in
the JHKML bands, where the star drops in brightness in the JHK during the 2014 dimming, but
there is an increase in brightness in the M and L bands (see Figure 3.4). The authors speculate
that the excess emission in the M and L bands is most likely related to the primary component, as
RW Aur B is typically fainter by ∼ 1.6 mag than RW Aur A in those wavelengths. Constructing
an SED from the photometric observations, Shenavrin et al. (2015) are able to fit a black body of
temperature of 1000 K to the excess emission. The emission is hence attributed to hot dust at that
temperature, located in the inner rim of the circumstellar disk, with an estimated location of 0.1-
0.2 AU away from the star. It is further suggested that the hot dust causing the excess IR emission
could be the same dust causing the dimming in the optical if it is indeed lifted in the disk wind, as
proposed by Petrov et al. (2015).
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Figure 3.4: Figure 1 from Shenavrin et al. (2015) - unresolved JHKLM photometry of RW Aur in the
period 2010-2015. The star drops in brightness in the JHK bands but increases in the LM during the 2014
dimming event.
The dusty wind idea does not fit in well with the tidal arm dimming scenario presented by
(Rodriguez et al., 2013, 2016). In particular, the tidal arm material eclipse offers no explanation
to the observed infrared emission increase during the 2014 event. What is more, an occultation by
tidal arm dust will be expected to at least partially cover the inner region of the system and block
light coming from the inner areas. Hence, we would expect to see a decrease in the brightness
of light coming from the inner regions (IR wavelengths), as opposed to the observed increase.
Nonetheless, there is also supporting evidence for the tidal arm scenario.
Rodriguez et al. (2016) present optical photometric observations of RW Aur collected with the
KELT-North and the 0.61m optical telescope at the Kutztown University Observatory. They find
evidence for a smaller dimming that happened in-between the 2010 and 2014 events. The dimming
is modelled as an occultation of RW Aur A by a large body with a sharp leading edge oriented
perpendicular to its direction of motion. The authors then use the ingress/egress duration and
stellar radius to estimate the transverse velocity of the occulting material and, assuming Keplerian
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motion in a circular orbit, they estimate how far away from the star the material needs to be (for
details see Section 5.1 in Rodriguez et al. 2013). The authors report that the transverse velocities
and separation values estimated form the 2012-2013 event agree with their previous estimates from
the 2010 dimming and argue that the two eclipses must share a common origin. Their analysis of
the 2014 event is less successful as the ingress of the eclipse was not observed completely due
to it occurring during the seasonal observing gap. Unfortunately the same is true for the egress
in 2016. Another piece of evidence in favour of the tidal arm material scenario comes from the
hydrodynamical simulations of the gravitational interaction between RW Aur A and B (Dai et al.,
2015). In these simulations a bridge of material forms between RW Aur A and B, with some of
the material crossing the line-of-sight to the star.
Resolved X-ray observations of RW Aur A in 2013 and 2015 show a massive decrease in x-
ray brightness during the eclipse (Schneider et al., 2015). Column density analysis reveals that the
column density of the absorbing material has increased by a factor of ∼ 30 in 2015. The authors
attribute the X-ray eclipse to hot gas located in the inner part of the system. However it is unclear
how the gas causing the X-ray eclipse and the dust causing the optical dimming are related. Finally,
Takami et al. (2016) perform an extensive spectroscopic study of RW Aur A between 2010-2015.
The authors look at veiling and variations in a number of different lines in and out of eclipse. In
addition to the obscuration by tidal arm material or a dusty wind, they explore the possibility of
variable mass accretion as a cause for the eclipses. However it is concluded that none of the listed
scenarios alone are sufficient to fully explain the complex spectroscopic behaviour of the star and
further theoretical exploration is encouraged.
3.3 Observations of the 2014 event
I will now present a collection of observations of RW Aur obtained during the 2014-2016 eclipse.
I will review photometric data from the Las Cumbres Observatory Global Telescope network
(LCOGT) and the James Gregory Telescope (JGT), spectroscopic data from the Liverpool Tele-
scope (LT), as well as archival photometric data from the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer
(WISE) and its post-cryo Near-Earth Objects phase (NEOWISE).
3.3.1 NEOWISE IR photometry
In order to confirm the increase in mid-IR flux of RW Aur observed during the 2014 dimming as
reported by Shenavrin et al. (2015) I have looked at publicly available NEOWISE archival data of
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RW Aur from 2014 and 2015. This is the first large collection of mid-infrared data presented for
this system, containing considerably more observations than the ones in Shenavrin et al. (2015).
Figure 3.5 presents the NEOWISE observation of RW Aur from 2014 and 2015. This dataset
is made up of four blocks of observations. Each block consists of several photometric data points
obtained over the course of 1-2 consecutive nights. The full dataset is included in Table A.1
in Appendix A. In the first block from March 2014 RW Aur is still in its bright state, while
the remaining three blocks cover the eclipse. I have used a red symbol to represent the average
value of the photometric measurements in its corresponding block. During the eclipse the average
magnitude in W1 (3.4 µm) decreases and the star brightens by 0.14−0.26 mag, with a photometric
error of ∼ 0.03 mag. The W2 (4.6 µm) data shows the same trend, with a magnitude change of
0.66−1.28 in eclipse and photometric error of ∼ 0.01 mag. In addition to the overall increase in
brightness for the duration of the dimming, the star is also showing smaller time-scale variability
on the order of hours to days in all blocks. The brightness trends seen in the NEOWISE data are
comparable to the M and L-band observations reported Shenavrin et al. (2015) (see Figure 3.4).
Before moving on, I will briefly discuss the increase of RW Aur’s flux between the WISE
and NEOWISE data sets, as well as the scatter in the data seen in the individual observing blocks
(1-2 nights) in the context of the instrument’s reliability when performing photometry on saturated
sources. First, let us examine the flux increase. NEOWISE measurements are known1 to systemat-
ically overpredict the flux of sources with magnitudes brighter than W1<8 mag and W2<7 mag in
comparison to the cryo phase of the mission. The overestimation is said2 to range from little to no
difference at the saturation limit to over 1 mag at W1 = 2mag and over 2 mag at W2 = 2 mag. With
W1<5.5 mag and W2<5.5 mag, RW Aur is subject to these systematics. This raises the question
of whether the observed NEOWISE flux increase for RW Aur is dominated by instrument system-
atics or intrinsic variation in the system. To address this question, I examined WISE images of
RW Aur to look for stars with comparable brightness in the field to use as a reference. I found only
one such star (TYC 2389-874-1), which is not known to be variable and has not been a subject of
study in literature. The reference star is showing an increase of 0.15−0.30 mag in W1 (comparable
to RW Aur), but only 0.17−0.34 mag in W2 (significantly less than RW Aur). We can, therefore,
assume that the observed increase in NEOWISE W1 flux of RW Aur is dominated by instrument
systematics, but the W2 flux increase is dominated by the system’s variability.
1http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/neowise/expsup/sec2_1c.html
2http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/neowise/expsup/sec2_2.html
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Next, I will address the apparent spread in the data points from individual observing blocks.
Since August 2010, the W1 band photometry has been reported to suffer from an adverse interac-
tion between an increase in the number of hard-saturated pixels due to the raising temperature of
the instrument and the data analysis software3. The main result from this interaction is reported
to be an increase in the photometric error or lack thereof, and affects only photometry of bright,
saturated objects. The photometric quality flags for all WISE and NEOWISE archive entries for
RW Aur used in this work were all marked as high quality. In addition, the scatter in the data
points in all observing blocks (1-2 nights) is larger than the photometric error for the individual
data points. Still, I compared the spread in the data from individual observing blocks of RW Aur
with the spread in the reference star (introduced in the previous paragraph) data, in order to check
whether the scatter in the 1-day time scale data for RW Aur is due to variability or an artefact from
the instrument systematics. The standard deviation in the W1 1-day subsets from the lightcurve
for RW Aur range between 0.08 and 0.15 mag. The standard deviation for the same subsets of
the reference star are between 0.07 and 0.17 mag. As the standard deviations for the two stars are
comparable and the reference star is not know to be variable, it follows that the spread in the W1
1-day scale data of RW Aur is most likely dominated by instrument systematics. I repeated this
measurement for the W2 data as well. The W2 standard deviation for RW Aur is between 0.15
and 0.27 mag, whereas the standard deviation for the reference star is between 0.05 and 0.15 mag.
In this case, it appears that the W2 spread in the RW Aur data is dominated by intrinsic variability
of the system.
In summary, the W1 data for RW Aur appears to be dominated by instrument systematics, but
the W2 data does indeed capture the variability of RW Aur and can be used as evidence in support
of the infrared flux increase reported by Shenavrin et al. (2015)
3.3.2 LCOGT photometry
I have photometrically monitored RW Aur using the LCOGT network in the period Dec 2014
- Jan 2016. The observational requests were set up such that the star would be observed once
every 48 hours for as long as RW Aur remains visible for the current observing season (subject
to weather conditions). Each epoch consists of a set of 10s and 100s exposures in each of the
four Sloan bandpasses (u ′ (3543 Å), g ′ (4770 Å), r ′ (6231 Å), i ′ (7625 Å)) for a total of 8 images
per visit. This observing strategy allows for monitoring for long-term variability (timescales of
3http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/allwise/expsup/sec5_1b.htmlLegend#w1sat
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Figure 3.5: NEOWISE observations of RW Aur before and after the 2014 dimming. The red datapoints
represent the average magnitude of RW Aur for each observational block. The system becomes brighter in
both bands during the 2014 eclipse.
weeks to months) in each of the four wavelengths, while also providing quasi-simultaneous colour
information for the system for each epoch. All images were obtained with SBIG cameras on 1-
meter telescopes (see Sect 2.1.2 for details). In some cases, if observations have been interrupted
and resumed, there may be none or more than one image in a given filter. The observations were
carried out as part of programmes STA2014B-002 and STA2015A-002. The main science images
(and the ones presented below) are the 100s exposures. The 10s images were taken in case any
objects in the field are saturated in the 100s data, but none of the relevant stars in the field are over-
exposed and therefore I have not used the short exposure frames. The raw images are reduced
by the automated LCOGT data reduction pipeline, which performs bias and dark subtraction, flat
field correction and bad-pixel masking. A detailed observing log can be found in Table. A.2.
I performed differential aperture photometry on all images using scripts I wrote in IRAF and
Python (see Section 2.2.2 for details). The aperture was set to 2.5 times the full width at half-
maximum of the point spread function. Figure 3.6 shows a sample (reduced) image from the
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LCOGT data set with RW Aur indicated in red and the non-variable reference stars in blue. Some
epochs were removed as these images were considerably noisier due to being affected by full
Moon light and created outlying datapoints in the reference lightcurve. The resulting RW Aur
lightcurves for each filter are presented in Figure 3.7. The lightcurves are not flux calibrated and
each band is offset by an arbitrary constant, for clarity. RW Aur A and B are not resolved in this
data set.
Figure 3.6: Sample LCOGT image of RW Aur. The red circle indicates the target star (RW Aur) and the
blue circles mark the reference stars used for differential photometry.
The photometric accuracy (lower envelope in the RMS plot) is on the order of a few percent,
as can be seen in Figure 3.7, with RW Aur being a very distinct variable outlier. It is important to
note here, that the LCOGT lightcurve is entirely in eclipse, i.e. it does not cover the ingress nor the
egress of the dimming. The system continues to be variable throughout the entire dim phase. The
lightcurve amplitudes, calculated as the max-min difference, range from 0.7 mag in the i ′-band to
2.0 mag in the u ′-band. The star exhibits a long-term continuous dimming trend during the entire
2015-2016 winter observing season, but also displays short-term day-to-day brightness changes
in the same period (also seen in the 2014-2015 portion of the lightcurve). The morphology of the
lightcurves in the different filters is nearly identical throughout the whole observing run. A simple
visual inspection suggest that the r ′ and i ′ bands are most tightly correlated, with the correlation
weakening towards the bluer end of the spectrum.
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Figure 3.7: Left: LCOGT differential lightcurves of RW Aur for the period Dec 2014 - Jan 2016. The plot
shows relative magnitude (i.e. no flux calibration is done). The curve only covers the dim state of the star
(the ingress and egress were not observed). The system was continuously dropping in brightness for the
entire duration of the observations. The shape of the curve is similar in all filters, suggesting the obscuring
material is opaque in a broad range of wavelengths. Right: Typical RMS plot for the RW Aur field. The
error in the photometry is ∼ 1%, with RW Aur being a clearly variable outlier in the field. The RMS plots
for the remaining filters can be found in Appendix A.
3.3.3 JGT photometry
We (the JGT observers team, see collaboration statement) observed RW Aur over 12 nights in
the period March 2015 - March 2016. As already stated in Chapter 2, the star was observed
in the Cousin R which was chosen over the I band in order to avoid the effects of fringing. Each
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observation consists of a time-series with length of at least one hour, with individual frames having
exposure times of between 30-60s, based on atmospheric conditions. The structure of the time-
series is designed to probe the variability of the system on short time-scales from minutes to
hours. Brightness changes on such time-scales in young stars are typically associated with rapid
changes in the accretion flow, near the inner edge of the circumstellar disk. A full log of the JGT
observations can be found in Table 2.4 in Chapter 2.
The JGT data reduction and analysis was performed by Aleks Scholz. The raw images were
bias and flat field corrected. Standard aperture photometry was then performed on the reduced
images using ∼6 reference stars. Finally, the instrumental magnitudes were shifted to standard
R-band using the USNO-B1.0 magnitudes for 3 reference stars. The resulting lightcurves are
presented in Figure 3.8. The photometric error is ∼0.01 mag.
The lightcurves from the entire season show irregular variability signatures on time-scales of
hours with amplitudes of up to 0.04 mag. The RW Aur system is unresolved, but the secondary
component is not known to be accreting and hence the the short-term variability in the JGT data
must be associated with the primary.
3.3.4 Liverpool Telescope spectrometry
In this section I will present the spectra of RW Aur that were taken and analysed by collaborators
(see collaboration statement) between Feb 2013 and Feb 2015 with the Liverpool Telescope. As
described in Section 2.1.5, spectra were taken over 19 nights, with 3 images per night. In the first
13 epochs RW Aur is in its bright state, while the remaining 6 observations were performed after
the star went into the eclipse. The two stellar components are not resolved.
The raw data is reduced with the automated FRODOSpec pipeline (Barnsley et al., 2012). The
pipeline performs the following steps:
• basic CCD reduction - bias subtraction, overscan trimming and flat-field correction
• finding fibre positions using a continuum lamp and finding a polynomial trace for each fiber
• extracting flux for each fibre for each science and calibration frame
• wavelength calibration and transmission correction for each spectrum
• re-binning spectra and determining a single wavelength solution for the entire cube
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Figure 3.8: RW Aur JGT lightcurves, R-band. Significant irregular variability (up to 0.2 mag) on time-
scales of hours can be seen throughout the entire observing season. If the variability is associated with the
primary component, then at least part of the accretion flow must be visible during the 2014 dimming.
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Figure 3.8 (continued)
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Figure 3.9: RW Aur spectrum extracted with the FRODOSpec pipeline. Top left: Flattened image from
the IFU. Middle top: Map of pixels summed to get spectrum. Top right: Relation between the number of
pixels combined for spectrum extraction versus signal-to-noise ratio for the resulting spectrum. Bottom:
Extracted spectrum.
• sky background extraction
Figure 3.9 shows a sample spectrum of RW Aur from our dataset, extracted with the pipeline.
No absolute flux calibration has been applied, but all spectra have been normalised in order to
diminish the effects of any variability resulting from changing weather conditions.
Along with the notable Hα emission line at 6563 Å the spectra show a number of other promi-
nent features. Here, I will focus on three particular lines - Hα (6563 Å), He I (6678 Å)) and [O I]
(6300 Å). The hydrogen and helium emission lines are typical signatures of accretion in T Tau
stars (Mohanty et al., 2005), whereas the forbidden oxygen line is found in systems with active
outflows of material (winds and jets, Hartigan et al. 1995). These three lines were therefore se-
lected in order to look for any changes in the accretion and outflow structures of RW Aur in and
out of eclipse.
In the following I present both line profile time-series and equivalent width measurements
(EWs) for the three lines. There are three measurements corresponding to each of the three spec-
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tra taken for any given night. The EW values in the plots below represent the mean of the three
measurements for any epoch. Figure 3.10 and Table 3.2 summarise the equivalent width measure-
ment results. The errorbars in the EW plots are taken to be the spread in the measured values over
a given epoch (3 observations).
Table 3.2: Equivalent Width measurements of the Hα , [O I], and He I emission lines. The values in this
table are the calculated mean of the 3 measurements done for each epoch (see text).
Date Mean Hα EW Mean [O I] Mean He I
07-02-2013 83.88 0.54 1.01
12-13-2013 88.07 0.54 0.37
27-07-2013 77.94 0.70 0.42
20-08-2013 74.87 0.62 1.09
09-09-2013 55.39 0.37 0.60
30-09-2013 35.53 0.36 0.49
21-10-2013 60.79 0.55 0.64
15-11-2013 78.96 0.49 0.64
18-12-2013 42.68 0.69 1.11
14-01-2014 51.90 0.61 0.65
08-03-2014 52.21 0.48 0.35
24-03-2014 45.39 0.55 0.43
05-04-2014 69.70 0.54 1.13
10-09-2014 21.29 1.90 0.50
06-01-2015 17.97 2.61 0.40
12-01-2015 16.05 4.63 0.14
17-01-2015 32.25 4.96 0.32
27-01-2015 26.59 5.75 0.18
26-02-2015 23.81 3.64 0.72
Figure 3.10 shows some interesting results. First of all, I will note the increase in the oxygen
line EW by a factor of ∼10 after the eclipse (last 6 data points), from 0.5 to 5 Å. This dramatic
change in the forbidden line suggest that the outflow of the system must have been influenced by
the dimming. From the same plot it is also evident that the Hα EW has decreased significantly
(from 80−90 Å down to ∼20 Å). However, the Hα line is variable even in the bright state, as can be
confirmed in literature (Petrov et al., 2001; Alencar et al., 2005) and therefore there is a possibility
that the change in the Hα EW is not related to the eclipse. The latter suggestion can be further
backed up by the fact that the bottom panel shows no significant difference for the EW value of the
He I prior to and after the dimming. In other words, if the accretion flow had been affected during
the 2014 eclipse, we would expect this to be reflected in both accretion signature lines.
Let us next examine how the profile of the Hα and [O I] has changed after the eclipse, by
looking at time-series of these lines (Figure 3.11 and 3.12). In each figure, the epoch for a given
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Figure 3.10: Mean EW for the Hα , [O I] (top) and He I line (bottom), for each observed epoch with
the Liverpool Telescope. The mean is calculated from the 3 measurements for each night and the error
bars represent the spread in the 3 measurements. The dashed vertical line separates the pre-eclipse and
in-eclipse data. The top panel shows an increase in the [O I] EW by a factor of 10 after the dimming. There
also appears to be a drop in the Hα EW, although it is not obvious if this drop is related to the 2014 eclipse
(see text). The bottom panel shows no significant change in the He I EW after the dimming.
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profile is written right next to the mean profile for that night. The characteristic broad (from gas
in accretion disk and columns), double-peaked (moving emitting region) profile of the Hα line is
present throughout the entire time-series. The top panel of Figure 3.11 shows the line while RW
Aur is out-of-eclipse, while the bottom panel shows the line in the dim state of the system. It can
immediately be seen that after the eclipse, the entire profile is suppressed. It is also worth noting
that even though there is some asymmetry between the blue and red-shifted peaks in the bright
state, during the dimming the blue-shifted peak becomes significantly weaker than the red-shifted
one.
Opposite to the Hα line, the [O I] line increases in strength, with the profile becoming more
pronounced, showing a broad and asymmetric feature after the eclipse (Figure 3.12). The change
in the [O I] line will be discussed in more detail in the following section.
3.4 What eclipses RW Aur?
The following sections will compare the observations described above with other results from
literature and present a discussion on the possible origin of RW Aur’s deep dimming events.
3.4.1 Photometric variations
Our LCOGT and JGT photometric observing campaigns have revealed both long and short time-
scale variations while the system was in its eclipsed state. First, I will focus on the short time-
scales. The JGT lightcurves clearly show irregular features with lifetimes of minutes to hours
(Figure 3.8). Whereas the sampling frequency of the LCOGT run is considerably longer than
this (24-48 hours), one can still see small scale day-to-day variations in the lightcurves in all
colour bands (Figure 3.7). One possible explanation for the presence of such short time-scale
variations could be associated with small scale changes in the extinction along the line-of-sight
(for example caused by inhomogeneities at the inner disk). However the morphology of the JGT
lightcurves points to a different explanation. Some of the JGT lightcurves exhibit short irregular
increases in brightness, which I will call "accretion blips", a characteristic signature for unstable
accretion flows around TTS (Stauffer et al., 2014; Cody et al., 2014). These "accretion blips"
are clearly visible in the 11/03/2015 lightcurve in Figure 3.8. The presence of these blips in the
morphology of the JGT lightcurves reveals that an unstable accretion flow is still at least partially
visible towards the line-of-sight of the observer. Since the accretion flow is visible, it follows
that the obscuring screen is either not covering the entire system or has a patchy, inhomogeneous
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Figure 3.11: Full time-series of all Hα profiles. The top panel shows the observations before the dimming
event and the bottom panel shows the spectra taken after the start of the eclipse. The red lines indicate the
mean profile for that night’s observation. The red shading indicates the spread between the individual 3
spectra for that night.
structure.
Now let us examine the long-term variations in the LCOGT lightcurves. As stated earlier,
RW Aur has continuously been dropping in brightness throughout the entire winter 2015-2016
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Figure 3.12: Time series of the [O I] profiles. The red lines indicate the mean profile for that night’s
observation. While the red shading indicates the spread between the individual 3 spectra for that night.
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observing season. Visually, the shapes of the lightcurves in the different filters appear similar
and may create the impression that the eclipse is grey in the optical wavelength range (ie. all
wavelengths are affected by the eclipse in an identical way). To check the validity of the grey
eclipse statement, I have constructed colour-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) for each pair of the
LCOGT passbands (u′- g′, g′- r′ and r′- i′). The CMDs are presented in Figure 3.13. If the eclipse
is grey we would expect to see no change in colour as the star gets dimmer and therefore the data
points should lie on a straight vertical line. The data points in the plots, however, form a diagonal
line and it is immediately evident that there is significant reddening present.
The star is becoming redder as it gets dimmer in all colours. Such trends can be generated by
effects of extinction by dust, and/or by having hot or cold spots on the stellar surface rotating in
and out of the line-of-sight (eg. see Herbst et al. 1994).
I will first address the question of whether the observed reddening is caused by interstellar-like
dust. To do that I will calculate model extinction values using the extinction law by Cardelli et al.
(1989). As described in Section 2.2.2, I have calculated A(λ) values for each of the LCOGT filter
wavelengths. For these calculations I have set RV=3.1 and varied AV within the range from 0.0 to
5.0 mag. The A(λ) represents the amount of extinction (in magnitudes) the object will experience
at a given wavelength if covered by dust, and can be directly compared to the amplitude of the
variation in the observed lightcurve at the corresponding bandpass. If the observed reddening
of an object is consistent with dust extinction we would expect to be able to generate values for
the model A(λ)-s that match all the observed amplitudes simultaneously, using a single pair of
RV,AV parameter values (true for the general case, however since the value of RV was fixed in this
instance, that only leaves AV as a free parameter). Once we have calculated A(λ) for two different
wavelengths, we can visualise the model extinction on a CMD by drawing a vector (arrow) with
slope m, such that m = A(λ)1/(A(λ)2 − A(λ)1) (where 1 and 2 denote two different wavelengths),
and a projected length along the y-axis corresponding to the value of A(λ)1.
The extinction values I calculated from the reddening law were not able to reproduce the ob-
servations well. I could not generate A(λ)-s that would match the observed lightcurve amplitudes
in each colour simultaneously. The model struggles the most with under predicting the observed
u′-band amplitude and the observed u′- g′ slope. The extinction vectors shown in Figure 3.13
are constructed for RV=3.1 and AV = 0.9, the parameter values that best reproduced the observed
r′-band amplitude. Table 3.3 contains a summary of the observed versus calculated from the ex-
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Figure 3.13: Colour-magnitude diagrams constructed from the LCOGT photometric observations of RW
Aur. The epoch for each data point is colour coded. The thick black line indicates the best linear fit to the
data, with the thinner black lines representing the errors in the slope estimate. The red arrow represents
the interstellar extinction reddening vector, calculated from the extinction law formulated by Cardelli et al.
1989 (see text for details).
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Figure 3.13 (continued)
tinction model amplitudes and slopes for all colours. My model calculations have demonstrated
that extinction by interstellar-like dust can be excluded as the sole source for the observed redden-
ing trend.
Can the observed reddening be explained by accretion induced hot spots instead? I used the
simple hot spot model described in Section 2.2.2, to calculate model amplitudes for a large number
of Tspot, f parameter values. I allowed the spot temperature to vary between 5400 and 12000K
and the filling factor between 0.001 and 0.7. The stellar photosphere was modelled with a black
body of effective temperature of 5400K. I was able to find a number of Tspot, f values that fit the
observed amplitudes and slopes, particularly in the r′ and i′ bands. However modelling with hot
spots has one major feature which is incompatible with our observations and that is the time scale
of the variability. As the spot is formed on the stellar surface it will rotate in and out of view as the
star rotates around its own axis. This will lead to a periodic change in the star’s brightness with a
duration equal to the stellar rotation period. In the case of young TTS stars, such as RW Aur, the
rotation is on the order of several days. On the other hand the LCOGT data showed a continuous
drop in flux for several months. The same argument can be applied to modelling with cold spots.
It is therefore safe to reject stellar spots as the origin of the observed reddening.
There is one last factor that could explain the colour trend in the LCOGT observations and it
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Table 3.3: Amplitudes (A) and reddening slopes for the observed data (middle column) and calculated
values using an interstellar extinction law (right column). The observed amplitudes are calculated as the
max-min difference in the lightcurve with an error of ∼0.02 mag. The observed slopes correspond to the best
(linear regression) fit to the photometric data plotted in colour-magnitude diagrams. I use the extinction law
by Cardelli et al. 1989 to calculate extinction amplitudes (A(λ)) and reddening slopes (see text for details).
This table presents the amplitudes and slopes calculated for RV = 3.1 and AV = 0.9, which are the parameter
values producing the best fit to the observed r-band amplitude.
Bands Obs. A Ext. A(λ)
u′ (3543Å) 2.05 1.49
g′ (4770Å) 1.22 1.12
r′ (6231Å) 0.81 0.81
i′ (7625Å) 0.70 0.61
Color Obs. slope Ext. slope
u′- g′ 1.82 4.08
g′- r′ 2.8 3.68
r′- i′ 3.89 4.02
is related to the fact that the A and B components of RW Aur are not resolved. To help understand
the implications of this, I will use the results of the resolved photometry presented by Antipin et al.
(2015). In that study, the A and B components are photometrically measured after the system has
entered the dim state. The authors report R-band magnitudes of 13.08 and 11.97 for the primary
and secondary components respectively. They also compare their photometry to resolved HST
measurements published in White & Ghez (2001) and find that compared to the older data the
primary has become dimmer by 3.1 mag, while the secondary has brightened by 0.7 mag. Our
JGT images provide an unresolved R-band measurement of about 12 mag (see Table 2.4). When
comparing the JGT measurement with the resolved measurements from Antipin et al. (2015) it
becomes evident that the primary has become so dim that the red part of the optical spectrum is
now dominated by flux coming from the B component. RW Aur B has a slightly later spectral
type than RW Aur A, with a lower effective temperature and hence redder in colour. This provides
a natural explanation for the observed colour trend, namely, as the primary component becomes
dimmer, it causes the unresolved system to fade while at the same time the colour of the unresolved
system shifts towards the intrinsically redder secondary component which is now dominating the
flux in the red part of the spectrum.
In summary, the photometric monitoring of RW Aur during the 2014 eclipse has revealed short
time-scale variability, suggesting that the accretion flow near the primary was either only partially
covered or the obscuring screen was inhomogeneous; and a long-term reddening trend suggesting
that the red part of the spectrum for the unresolved system was dominated by RW Aur B.
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3.4.2 Spectroscopic variations
Photometry is not the only technique that can give us insights into accretion. Studying spectral
lines can provide complementary information about the state of the system. In the widely accepted
picture of magnetospheric accretion the inner parts of the circumstellar disk are threaded by the
central star’s magnetic field lines. Ionised material from the disk is believed to be lifted into the
lines, forming accretion columns, and channelled on to the star at near free-fall velocities. The
accretion material then forms shocks at the stellar surface, causing the formation of hot spots. The
accretion columns and shocks produce strong Hα emission, with the emission line having a broad
profile and equivalent length of over 10Å. Other emission line signatures include He I, O I and
Ca II (see eg. Mohanty et al. 2005). Accreting TTS are often accompanied by active outflows,
showing emission from forbidden lines such as [O I] (Appenzeller et al., 1984; Hartigan et al.,
1995).
The EW of the Hα line from the LT observations falls down to 16-33 Å during the eclipse.
This range does not agree with the EW values reported by Petrov et al. (2015) (40-70 Å) and the
ones reported by Takami et al. (2016) (60-100Å). In both cases the authors find no significant
difference in the EW of the line in the bright and dim states. At first glance the discrepancy
between the results in this work and literature may be concerning, but the mismatch could most
likely be explained with the resolution of the observations. Both Petrov et al. (2015) and Takami
et al. (2016) perform observations which resolve RW A and B whereas the spectra presented here
do not. The B component is contributing extra flux in our observations which raises the continuum
level and therefore naturally lowers the equivalent width of the line. In addition, all three studies
perform observations at different epochs and hence sampling bias could be contributing to the
discrepancy in EW measurements.
The blue-shifted peak in the profile of the Hα line becomes suppressed once the system has
faded. The same can be seen in the profiles collected by Takami et al. (2016) (for both the 2010
and 2014 dimmings). The blue-shifted absorption can be interpreted in one of two ways. The
obscuring material could only be covering the part of the system where the blue-shifted emission
arises. Alternatively, the obscuring material itself may be blue-shifted implying it is moving to-
wards us and is possibly a part of an outflow. The former suggestion fits in with the results from
the photometry analysis, where the short term variations indicated the accretion flow was at least
partially visible and therefore the blocking material could be covering only a part of the system.
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The latter scenario, on the other hand, fits in with the idea that the star is eclipsed by a dusty
wind, proposed by Petrov et al. (2015). At this stage it is difficult to determine if one or the other
interpretation is the correct one (or a combination of both).
The He I line (6678 Å) in the LT spectra as well as the one at 5875 Å measured by both Petrov
et al. (2015) and Takami et al. (2016) remains unchanged. This indicates that a) the He I emitting
region is affected by the eclipse in the same way as the stellar photosphere; and b) there are no
major changes in the accretion flow between the bright and dim states of the system.
Finally, the EW of the forbidden [O I] line increases by a factor of ∼10 in the LT spectra during
the eclipse. The range of equivalent widths switches from 0.4-1.0 Å in the bright state to 2.0-6.0 Å
in the dim state. Takami et al. (2016) report a change in EW from below 1.0 Å in the bright state
to 6-14 Å during the eclipse. Petrov et al. (2015) state that the line has "changed drastically and is
several times stronger than in the bright state". The increase in the EW of the forbidden line could
be considered as evidence for an enhancement in the outflow of RW Aur. However, taking into
account the lower continuum level (as suggested by Petrov et al. 2015), the perceived increase in
the strength of the forbidden line is more likely an effect of the obscuration of the inner parts of
the system (hence lowered continuum level) rather than an intrinsic change in the disk wind. The
fact that the line remains visible is also proof that the obscuring screen is not reaching the more
extended parts of the system such as the disk wind where the line originates from.
3.4.3 Origin of the eclipse
In Section 3.2 I reviewed the two existing scenarios for the origin of the RW Aur deep long-lasting
eclipses in 2010 and 2014. On one hand, there is the idea of the obscuring screen being a part of a
tidal arm in the outer disk (Rodriguez et al., 2013, 2016). On the other hand, there is the scenario of
dust lifted up into the disk wind in the inner regions of the circumstellar disk creating an absorbing
screen of material (Petrov et al., 2015). Before going into a discussion about which of these two
scenarios is better supported by the data presented in this thesis, I will briefly touch on the fact that
the 2014 dimming has been reported to be grey in the literature (Antipin et al., 2015; Schneider
et al., 2015). One possible explanation for the grey eclipse that was put forward by Schneider et al.
(2015) is that additional light due to scattering could be raising the level of the flux in the optical.
The additional flux would then make the eclipse in the optical appear more shallow compared
to an eclipse without the scattered light component. The near-infrared range would be virtually
unaffected by scattered light (σscat ∼ λ−4) and hence the depth of the eclipse in the optical and IR
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would become comparable, creating the impression of a grey eclipse. Another viable explanation
for the grey eclipse (in the absence of scattered light) becomes an absorbing material composed
primarily of large dust grains combined with a small amount of small dust grains (Antipin et al.,
2015; Schneider et al., 2015; Rodriguez et al., 2016). Whereas the colour of the dimming may be
helpful in qualitatively determining the composition of the absorbing material, it does not provide
information about the location of the obscuring screen, which leads us back to dusty wind versus
tidal arm scenario question.
The new observations presented in the previous sections provide evidence favouring the disk
wind scenario. Most notably, the LT spectra demonstrated that the blue-shifted peak of the Hα
line has become suppressed during the eclipse (Figure 3.11). If the change in the Hα line is
associated with the eclipse (and we are not just seeing its intrinsic variability), one could imagine
a scenario where the occulting material consists of not only dust, but also outflowing gas with
velocities 100-200 kms−1. The gas could then create the blue-shifted signature, while the dust
can account for the suppression of the strength of the line. In addition, there is an increase in
the mid-IR flux of the system during the dimming, as reported by Shenavrin et al. (2015) and as
I have demonstrated with the archival NEOWISE data (Figure 3.5). Shenavrin et al. (2015) plot
the spectral energy distribution of RW Aur A in eclipse and are able to show that the excess IR
emission can be well approximated a blackbody with temperature of 1000 K. The authors argue
that the excess emission points toward the presence of hot dust in the inner regions of the system,
as dust of similar temperatures is known to be present at around 0.1 AU away from the star in TTS
(Millan-Gabet et al., 2007) and interferometric studies of RW Aur have determined the inner edge
of the disk to lie at around 0.10-0.23 AU (Akeson et al., 2005; Eisner et al., 2007). It is suggested
that the same hot dust has been lifted into the disk wind, creating the obscuring screen.
In summary, the occulting material appears to be outflowing and containing hot dust, two
observations in line with the scenario in which wind is emanating from the inner disk and is
blocking light from RW Aur A. If the obscuring material was located in the outer disk (tidal
arm) then it is reasonable to expect it to be cold and not move at such rapid velocity along the
line-of-sight. There remains an issue with the duration of the eclipse, as Keplerian orbits at a
distance comparable to the disk inner edge location should produce variations on the order of days
to months as opposed to the observed years-long eclipses. However one could image a scenario
in which the obscuring screen is azimuthally stretched over a large portion of the inner disk and
hence remains in the line-of-sight even as the disk is rotating.
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Literature observations from the X-ray part of the spectrum may also contain evidence related
to the disk wind scenario. Skinner & Güdel (2014) present resolved observations of RW Aur in
the X-ray and find a slight soft X-ray extension of RW Aur A along the blue-shifted jet axis close
to the star. More resolved X-ray and near-IR observations by Schneider et al. (2015) hint towards
the existence of hot material near the star that could be related to the absorbing material causing
the eclipse.
In addition to the spectrophotometric evidence there may also be a geometric argument against
the tidal arm scenario. Cabrit et al. (2006) perform interferometric observations of RW Aur A and
obtain CO maps. Comparing their data to disk models the authors find their observations are
best represented by models with inclination between 45-60◦ for the large-scale disk. Further to
that, López-Martín et al. (2003) measure the inclination of the jet to the line of sight and find the
inclination to be 46± 3◦. Hence, literature would suggest that the geometry of the large-scale disk
is such that the disk is far from edge-on, and so getting dust in the line-of-sight at the outer disk
would require the dust to be lifted to very large distances above the plane of the disk. Finally, the
hydrodynamical simulations of the tidal encounter between RW Aur A and B done by Dai et al.
(2015) produces a value of 64◦ for the inclination, indicating that the simulation is struggling to
match the observational constrains.
Conversely, Eisner et al. (2014) present K-band Keck interferometric observations sampling
the gas and continuum from the inner regions of the disk. Their data modelling produces an
inclination angle of 75◦ (Table 6 in their paper) for a region of the disk located within a fraction of
1 AU away form the central star. In comparison to the above estimates, it would seem that the inner
disk region is much closer to edge on with respect to our line-of-sight. It is also worth noting that
a portion of the Keck data has been taken during the first dimming in 2010/11. The discrepancy
between the inclination values in literature for the outer and inner disk may be an indication for
the existence of a warp within the disk. Such a warp may be the result of the interaction between
RW Aur A and B, as there is already evidence that the secondary component has had a significant
impact on A’s environment, namely the unusually small disk size for the primary star (Cabrit et al.,
2006). Hence, the B component likely plays a role in shaping the circumstellar disk around RW
Aur A, but it is unlikely to be the direct cause for the formation of the obscuring screen of material
causing the eclipses.
The diagram in Figure 3.14 illustrates the geometry that would need to be satisfied in order
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Figure 3.14: Geometric configuration needed for material from the disk to be vertically displaced into the
observer line-of-sight. Here the material is located at a distance b away from the central star and needs to be
vertically transported by a distance a to reach the line-of-sight. The angle α is related to the disk inclination
by α = 90 − i, where i is the inclination. Figure not to scale.
for any material being lifted above the disk plane to enter the line-of-sight. In this picture we
have material located at distance b away from the star that would need to be vertically displaced
by a distance a in order to enter the line-of-sight. The angle α in the diagram is equal to 90◦ - i,
where i is the disk inclination. Using this picture we can relate the vertical displacement a, the
distance from the star b and the inclination of the disk. From the right angle triangle we can easily
see that a / b = sin(α) = sin(90 − i) = cos(i). Plugging in the inclination value for the outer disk
of RW Aur A (45◦) results in material that would need to be displaced by 0.7 times the distance
from the central star to reach the line of sight. On the other hand, using the inclination derived for
the inner disk (75◦) results in a vertical displacement of 0.26 times the distance from the central
object. The latter value is comparable to the maximum vertical size of the inner disk of T Tau
objects referred to as “dippers” (eg Stauffer et al. 2015). Dippers exhibit periodic drops in the flux,
thought to be caused by warps created as a result of accretion channelled by a magnetic field tilted
with respect to the rotational axis (Bouvier et al., 1999; McGinnis et al., 2015). Whereas RW Aur
does not behave like a dipper, considering the high inner disk inclination it is not unreasonable to
assume that a magnetically driven disk wind could move dust from the plane of the disk into the
line-of-sight.
Winds and outflows are thought to be correlated to accretion in the classical picture of magne-
tospheric accretion. Therefore one would not expect to see a change in the wind activity or outflow
geometry without observing a matching (in time) or preceding change in the accretion signatures.
Interestingly, the observations during both the 2010 and 2014 dimming events for RW Aur show
no indications of differences in the accretion signatures in and out of eclipse. There is also no
evidence for the system undergoing any recent accretion bursts. The measured accretion rate for
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RW Aur is fairly high (10−7 to 10−6 Myr−1) with respect to other TTS with comparable masses,
but it is also relatively stable (Costigan et al., 2014).
RW Aur may have proven to be a valuable case study of a system where changes in the outflow
properties are not necessarily tied to changes in the accretion flow. This, of course, raises the
question of what mechanism is triggering the change in the wind activity? One could speculate
that the suggested stellar spectroscopic companion of RW Aur A, RW Aur D, (Gahm et al., 1999;
Petrov et al., 2001) is interacting with the disk and triggering the wind outburst. But then how
would such an interaction not have resulted in similar dimming events in the last 100 years of
observations of RW Aur? Or is it that the recent fly-by of RW Aur B has become the cause
of an instability in the disk (exploring this scenario will likely be the subject of hydrodynamic
simulations, way beyond the scope of this work)? We may now have a better grasp on what is
dimming RW Aur, but the underlying mechanisms remain to be uncovered.
3.5 Has RW Aur entered into a third eclipse?
There is very clear evidence that since November 2016 the system has yet again dropped in bright-
ness. The beginning of this dimming is even visible in the AAVSO lightcurve in Figure 3.2. Be-
low (Figure 3.15) are preliminary lightcurves of RW Aur from the 2016-17 observing season taken
with the LCOGT network, following the same observational strategy as described in Section 3.3.2.
There is no doubt that RW Aur has become dim again. But is this really a third eclipse?
Given the very short period of time between the end of the 2014 event and the start of the new
one, perhaps it is more accurate to say the system temporarily brightened in summer 2016 but the
overall dimming event has continued. When will RW Aur return to normal brightness? Are there
going to be more eclipses in the near future? Will there be a periodicity and will the dimmings
have similar characteristics? Or is being dim the new "normal" state for RW Aur? The star will
continue to be monitored by us and no doubt others in the observers community, but it may take
several more years before we can answer all these questions.
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Figure 3.15: Preliminary RW Aur lightcurves for observing season 2016/17. Data taken with the LCOGT
network.
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Chapter 4. Insights from Orion: a decade of photometric monitoring of low mass YSOs
In the previous chapter I explored the sudden change in the variability pattern in the previ-
ously well studied star RW Aur. In the following I will shift the attention to exploring variability
of objects at the low end of the stellar mass function. I will examine a sample of highly vari-
able, young, very low mass (VLM) stars with very limited previous observations. I will present
the results of spectrophotometric observations for these objects spanning a period over the last
decade. I will characterise their variability in the framework of T Tau stars - I will examine photo-
metric lightcurve morphologies and variability time-scales, identify and classify spectral features,
and look at colour changes with the aim to understand their physical environments. The dataset
presented here is unique in that it covers almost all observational aspects of young star variabil-
ity, monitored over time-scales ranging from minutes to decades and includes spectra, fluxes and
colours. It therefore allows us to build both a deep and broad understanding of these low-mass
systems, examine where they fit in the current picture of pre-main sequence stars, and, by exten-
sion, explore whether or not our current theoretical understanding of young stars is still valid in
the lowest stellar mass regimes (the mass range representative of the most abundant type of stars
in the Galaxy).
Part of the work in this chapter is based on Bozhinova et al. (2016a).
4.1 Young, very low mass stars in Orion
The Orion Molecular Cloud Complex is one of the most widely studied sites of star formation
in our Galaxy. It comprises of a large group of nebulae and young stars in the constellation of
Orion. Within the Complex, the area surrounding Orion’s belt and sword is known as the Orion
OB1 association (Brown et al., 1994). The OB1 association is further divided into smaller regions
(see Figure 4.1). The stars presented in this chapter are located in star-formation sites near σOri
and  Ori, which are part of the OB1c and OB1b regions, respectively.
There is a total of seven targets of interest, three in the area of the well known σOri cluster
(Sherry et al., 2008) and four near  Ori. All seven stars appear redder compared to field stars
when plotted in optical and/or near-IR colour-magnitude diagrams. They are all very low mass
objects - all have estimated masses of under 0.4M, based on spectral types and/or magnitudes.
The stars near σOri are likely members of the σOri cluster and thus have ages of about 2-4 Myr
(Zapatero Osorio et al., 2002), although a more recent study indicates an age of ∼6 Myr for the
region (Bell et al., 2013). The remaining stars are possibly a little older with ages of between 2
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Figure 4.1: Orion OB1 association. Image credit: Roberto Mura
and 10 Myr (Wolk, 1996). Target names, coordinates, alternative ID-s from literature, 2MASS J
band magnitudes, and association are summarised in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Target names, coordinates, alternative ID-s, 2MASS J band magnitude (Cohen et al., 2003) and
association.
Target RA DEC Other id J [mag] Region
V2721 Ori 84.5542 -2.2075 # 2 a 14.82 σOri
V2737 Ori 84.7042 -2.3992 # 33 a 14.54 σOri
V2739 Ori 84.7792 -2.2039 # 43 a 15.13 σOri
V1959 Ori 83.6125 -0.9061 # 51 b 14.13  Ori
V1999 Ori 83.6625 -0.9089 # 63 b 15.73  Ori
V2227 Ori 83.8042 -0.6133 # 87 b 14.76  Ori
V2559 Ori 83.9083 -0.8531 # 120 b 13.34  Ori
a Scholz & Eislöffel 2004;
b Scholz & Eislöffel 2005;
The three objects near σOri (V2721, V2737 and V2739) were first reported by Scholz &
Eislöffel (2004) (hereafter SE04). The study looked into variability of VLM stars in the σOri
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cluster. The targets of SE04 were pre-selected using colour-magnitude diagrams and photometri-
cally monitored in two campaigns in Jan and Dec 2001 in the I-band. Three of the stars in their
sample showed high-level variability with lightcurve amplitudes in the range 0.3−1.1 mag in both
campaigns. The lightcurve morphologies displayed both a larger time-scale periodic component
on the order of a few days and smaller time-scale irregular variation on the order of hours. The
three objects were followed-up by low-resolution spectroscopy which revealed emission lines typ-
ical for accretion objects, such as Hα and the Ca triplet (eg. Jayawardhana et al. 2006).
V2721 and V2737 were revisited again in Scholz et al. (2009). This time the stars were
observed in the near-IR over eight nights in 2006. The J and K-band lightcurves revealed that the
high-level variability for these objects persists over time-scales of years. Analysis of the colour
changes suggested that the origin of the variability for V2721 is likely related to inner disk edge
inhomogeneities, whereas V2737 could be explained by accretion induced hot spots co-rotating
with the star. SEDs showed excess infrared emission, suggestive of the presence of circumstellar
disks and hence confirm the young age of these stars (Figures 7 and 8 in their paper). Figure 4.2
shows selected lightcurves for V2721, V2737 and V2739 from SE04 and Scholz et al. (2009).
The four stars (V1959, V1999, V2227 and V2559 Ori) in the poorly studied star forming re-
gion in the vicinity of  Ori were first discovered in another photometric study of VLM stars by
Scholz & Eislöffel (2005) (hereafter SE05). Similarly to SE04, targets were selected based on
colour criteria and an I-band photometric monitoring campaign was carried out over four consec-
utive nights in Dec 2001. The four stars stood out from the sample with high-amplitude varia-
tions of up to 1 magnitude and at least partially irregular morphologies. Figure 4.3 shows I-band
lightcurves for the four targets from SE05. The lightcurve morphology differs from the σOri tar-
gets in that the  Ori stars are showing eclipse-like flux dips. No further publications have covered
these objects prior to the study presented in this thesis.
Since the SE04, SE05 and Scholz et al. (2009) studies the seven stars have been visited by
various space-based surveying missions. I collected publicly available WISE satellite data for the
Orion targets in order to construct colour-magnitude diagrams and further test the hypothesis of
the possible presence of disks around the seven stars. All seven are detected in W1 (3.4 µm) and
W2 (4.5 µm), but only five in W3 (12 µm) and one in W4 (22 µm). The J vs. W1 − W2 colour
magnitude diagram is shown in Figure. 4.4. For comparison I have overplotted mid-infrared
colours of published data for brown dwarf candidates in Upper Scorpius (Dawson et al., 2013)
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Figure 4.2: Selected lightcurves for V2721 (top left, J-band, x-axis in days), V2737 (top right, J-band,
x-axis in days) and V2739 (bottom left, I-band, period-folded lightcurve) from literature (see text). The
targets display high-amplitude variability on time-scales of hours to days.
(black data points in figure). All objects near σOri (red squares) show a clear colour excess,
consistent with the colours of class II objects (black diamonds) in Dawson et al. (2013). Two of the
stars near  Ori (V1999 and V1959) also display marginal colour excess, making them plausible
disk candidates. In contrast, V2227 and V2559 lie within the class III population (black circles)
from Dawson et al. (2013) and have colours consistent with a photosphere at these wavelengths.
In addition to the CMD, I have also constructed spectral energy distributions (SEDs) for each
target based on 2MASS (Skrutskie et al., 2006), Spitzer IRAC and MIPS (24 µm) (Werner et al.,
2004), and WISE flux densities (where available). Data were obtained from the Spitzer SEIP
source list catalogue on the NASA/IPAC Infrared Science Archive1. The SEDs (Figure 4.5) agree
with the predictions based on the WISE colour information. Three (σOri) have strong excess
emission at all mid-infrared wavelengths, two more (V1999, V1959) have weak excess, the re-
maining two do not have measurable excess out to 10 µm. Their upper limits at 22 µm still allow
1http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/frontpage/
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Figure 4.3: Literature I-band differential lightcurves for V1959 (top left), V1999 (top right), V2227 (bottom
left) and V2559 (bottom right) (Scholz & Eislöffel, 2005). Like the σOri stars, the four targets display high-
amplitude variability on time-scales of hours to days, but differ in the lightcurve morphology with the  Ori
objects possessing eclipse-like flux dips.
for excess emission at longer wavelengths, suggesting these objects might still posses dusty disks
but possibly more depleted ones in comparison to typical accretion disks like in the σOri targets.
4.2 VLT/FORS2 observations of the seven stars
The seven VLM stars described in the previous section became the focus of a spectrophotometric
study with the FOcal Reducer and low dispersion Spectrograph (FORS2) on the VLT over four
consecutive nights in Dec 2003 in the I-band. The observations enabled almost simultaneous
photometric and spectroscopic measurements. The observing run was planned and carried out by
Aleks Scholz with the help of VLT staff. All data reduction and analysis was done by me.
The details of the observing run as well as the data reduction and analysis techniques were
already given in Chapter 2. In the next few sections I will focus on the results from this campaign
(also published in Bozhinova et al. 2016a).
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Figure 4.4: Optical/mid-infrared colour-magnitude diagrams for the seven VLM stars in Orion. All targets
near σOri (red squares) show a W1-W2 colour excess of more than 0.5. All stars near  Ori (blue triangles)
have colours of less than 0.5. Black diamonds indicate class II brown dwarfs in Upper Scorpius (Dawson
et al., 2013). Black circles correspond to class III objects from the same work. The vertical line at 0.5 is a
visual guide for separating class II from class III objects. Figure taken from Bozhinova et al. (2016a).
4.2.1 Photometry
I performed differential aperture photometry on all images from the FORS2 run. For each field
of view I measured magnitudes for the target star plus another 10-20 well-exposed, unsaturated
reference stars. I averaged the reference star lightcurves to create a master lightcurve and then
subtracted the master lightcurve from each other star to eliminate systematics (see Section 2.2.2
for details). I measured the standard deviation for each resulting differential lightcurve and con-
structed an RMS plot for each field of view to inspect the quality of photometry. In two cases
variable stars were found among the reference stars. These variables were removed from the
analysis and the master lightcurves were re-calculated after the exclusion. The final (instrumen-
tal) differential lightcurves and corresponding RMS plots are presented in Figure 4.6. The seven
targets are labelled in the plots.
The RMS plots reveal that the typical photometric error (the floor of the RMS of the compari-
son stars) is on the order of ∼ 1-2%, negligible in comparison to the amplitude of the photometric
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Figure 4.5: Spectral energy distributions for the stars in our sample. The smooth curves represent a black
body with effective temperature indicated in the legend. The σOri stars (V2737, V2721 and V2739) show
a clear colour excess indicative of the presence of a disk. Red data points represent upper limit estimates.
Figure taken from Bozhinova et al. (2016a). Continued on next page.
variations in the target stars. We can therefore focus on lightcurve morphologies, amplitudes and
variability time-scales. V2739 appears to show a periodic component. V2737 is dimming contin-
uously over the four days, but there is also smaller time-scale irregular variability visible in each
group of datapoints from any single night. V2227 appears to have a preferred bright state, but it
is experiencing fast eclipse-like event on a scale of hours. The remaining four objects are show-
ing irregular lightcurves. All objects are displaying high-amplitude variability. Despite the fact
that the lightcurves in the FORS2 campaign are less detailed due to a lower sampling frequency
compared to SE04 and SE05, the morphologies and variability time-scales of all targets appear
consistent between the previous studies and the VLT observations. This once again confirms what
has already been suggested by Scholz et al. (2009), namely that the variability patterns in these
objects are persistent on the order of at least a few years.
I calculated amplitudes for the FORS2 lightcurves by taking the min-max value difference for
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Figure 4.5 (continued):  Ori object SEDs: V1999 and V1959 have a smaller albeit clear excess, while
V2227 and V2559 are consistent with a photosphere.
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Figure 4.6: Observed lightcurves and Root Mean Square (RMS) plots for all 7 objects. Left column
contains lightcurves, right column contains corresponding RMS plot for each target’s field. The lightcurves
for each object span 4 nights and shows relative magnitudes from differential photometry. We observe a
spread of periodic, quasi-periodic and irregular behaviours. RMS plots indicate variable objects in each
target’s field.
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Figure 4.6 (continued)
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Figure 4.6 (continued)
each star. To ensure no extreme outliers were included in this calculation I checked the lightcurves
for any 3-σ outlying datapoints, but found none. Table 4.2 lists the derived amplitudes from the
FORS2 dataset and compares them to previously published values (SE04, SE05). The amplitudes
in SE04 and SE05 refer to peak-to-peak values of the phased lightcurve.
4.2.2 Spectral analysis
Each photometric measurement from the VLT campaign is accompanied by an almost simulta-
neously taken spectrum (only a few minutes apart). Details of the spectral observations and data
reduction can be found in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.2.1. Figure 4.7 contains the resulting spectral time-
series for each of the seven objects. Each spectrum is normalised to the central wavelength of the
I-band filter (7680Å) and shifted by a constant for clarity. Also, each spectrum within the same
plot corresponds to a different epoch, one for each data point in the lightcurves, with epochs going
from the first night at the bottom to the last night at the top.
A visual inspection easily reveals several points. First off, all objects have spectral shapes
typical for M dwarf stars (spectrum covered with broad molecular absorption lines such as TiO)
- a result which is not surprising, as we already knew the targets are very low mass stars. Sec-
ond, all objects are clearly showing Hα emission (6563Å), with the three stars near σOri having
significantly more pronounced lines than those near  Ori. With the exception of V2739, which
is showing emission lines from the Ca II triplet (at around 8500Å), no other noticeable emission
lines are visible for any of the objects. Finally, no significant spectral variability (except for the
Hα line) can be seen for any of the stars.
Moving on from the visual inspection, I have classified the spectra using two independent
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Figure 4.7: Full sequence of spectra for all objects. The spectra are normalised at 7680Å and offset by a
constant for clarity. Figure continues below.
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Table 4.2: Lightcurve amplitudes (A) derived from the VLT campaign and previously published values (see
text for details).
Target Calculated A [mag] Published A [mag]
V2721 Ori 0.24 0.547 a
V2737 Ori 0.79 1.114 a
V2739 Ori 0.40 0.314 a
V1959 Ori 0.24 0.073 b
V1999 Ori 0.54 0.426 b
V2227 Ori 0.13 0.2 b
V2559 Ori 0.61 0.952 b
a Scholz & Eislöffel 2004; Table 4, I band
b Scholz & Eislöffel 2005; Table 1, I band
methods - by calculating the PC3 spectral index from Martín et al. (1999); and comparing the
observed spectra to the spectral templates originally used in Muzic et al. (2015). Details of both
methods are described in Section 2.2.2. When using the spectral indexing technique, all spectra fell
between spectral classes M2.5 to M5.5. I have calculated the average spectral type and associated
variation for each target. The variation is taken to be the maximum difference between individual
spectral type measurements and the averaged one for a given star. The variation values are ≤ 0.4
subtypes for all objects. The uncertainty in determining the spectral type using the PC3 index is
given as 0.28 by Martín et al. (1999). Since the variations are comparable to the uncertainty in
the measurement, I conclude that the spectral indexing method reveals no statistically significant
variation in the spectral type of the systems across the different epochs. Figure 4.8 presents the two
observed spectra corresponding to the maximum and minimum in the lightcurve for each target (in
black), together with the closest visual matches from the spectral templates (in red and blue). All
spectra (observed and templates) are normalised at 7680Å. The smallest available step between the
templates is 1.0 subtype. The closest matching spectral templates agree with the spectral indexing
classification within the error (values summarised in Table 4.3).
In order to look for variations in the spectra beyond the visual comparison, I constructed trailed
spectrograms for each object. I calculated an average spectrum for each star, then subtracted the
average from each individual spectrum and plotted the residuals in Figure 4.9. In these spectro-
grams, the dominant source of variability in the σOri target spectra (V2721, V2737, V2739) is in
the Hα emission. A weaker variation can be seen around the head of the TiO band near 7600Å,
in all 7 targets, but particularly in V2739. TiO bands are sensitive to the photospheric temperature
of M dwarfs (O’Neal et al., 2004; Senavci et al., 2015); variations can possibly indicate changes
in the magnetic spot coverage. However, as the TiO band is affected by a telluric absorption fea-
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Figure 4.8: Visual comparison between targets and spectral templates of M dwarfs. The two black spectra
correspond to the maximum and minimum epochs in the lightcurves. The coloured spectra represent the
templates, normalised at 7680Å. Figure continued on next page.
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ture (O2 at 7605 Å), I will not consider it as solid evidence for spectral variability. In addition to
the line variations, the spectrograms show slight colour gradients in the residuals as a function of
wavelength. These trends will be further explored in the next section.
Let us now examine the Hα emission. As discussed earlier, the presence of Hα emission
in spectra of young stars can be a signature of ongoing accretion, but it can also be caused by
magnetic chromospheric activity. While magnetic activity results in narrow, weak Hα emission,
accretion creates broad and strong lines. I have measured Hα equivalent widths (EW) in each spec-
trum of each object (details in Section 2.2.2). The average EWs and the standard deviation over
the time series are listed in Table 4.3 for each target. The stars near σOri show Hα EW of over 30
Å for V2727 and above 95 Å for V2739 and V2721, in excess of typical levels for chromospheric
activity and therefore indicating ongoing accretion (Barrado y Navascués & Martín, 2003). In
contrast, the objects near  Ori have EWs of < 15Å, consistent with chromospheric emission. The
uncertainty in the EW estimation is 1-2 Å. The variation in the EW across the different epochs for
the σOri stars is in the range of 10-20%, which is strong evidence for a significant variability in
these objects, in addition to the I-band photometry (which doesn’t cover the Hα wavelength). On
the other hand, the change in Hα in the  Ori targets over time is comparable to the uncertainty in
the measurement, indicating very little or no variability in the line.
A natural question that arises is whether the photometric I-band variability and the Hα EW
changes are correlated. If the cause for the optical continuum changes is related with the cause for
the Hα emission, one might expect to see a correlation between the I-band magnitude and the Hα
EW. I plotted Hα EW versus differential I-band magnitude for the three stars with strong Hα lines.
While V2737 may have shown a hint of a possible correlation, no clear trend could be identified
in the sample of only three stars. I have included these plots for completeness in Appendix B.
The lack of clear correlation would imply that the Hα and continuum variations originate from
different areas of the stellar systems.
It is also worth noting that V2739 is showing Ca II triplet emission (near 8500 Å), another
feature associated with accretion. The same feature was clearly detected for V2739 in SE04, as
well as for V2737 and V2721. However, since the FORS2 spectra are low-resolution and only
show the CaII triplet for one object, I would not be able to make a worthwhile comparison to the
SE04 data and have therefore not pursued further analysis of the triplet.
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Figure 4.9: Trailed spectrograms for each star. Major variations are seen in the Hα line (6563Å); less
prominent changes are visible in the head of the TiO band near 7500Å. V2721, V2737, V2739 and V2559
show a colour gradient in the residuals near lightcurve minimum, indicating reddening as targets become
fainter.
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Table 4.3: Spectral measurements for the seven objects. Col. 2 and 3: Average value and variation (see
text) for the spectral type of each object. Spectral types derived using the PC3 index (Martín et al., 1999).
Col. 4: Closest visual matches between our spectra and spectral templates. Col. 5 and 6: Average value
and standard deviation of the measured Hα equivalent width for each target (see text).
Target S p T SpT var. Temp. SpT Hα EW [Å] σ [Å]
V2737 Ori M 3.8 0.4 M4-M5 30 8
V2721 Ori M 4.0 0.3 M4-M5 97 17
V2739 Ori M 4.9 0.3 M5-M6 96 17
V2227 Ori M 3.3 0.2 M3-M4 6 1
V1999 Ori M 3.9 0.2 M4-M5 14 1
V1959 Ori M 2.9 0.2 M3-M4 12 2
V2559 Ori M 3.2 0.2 M3-M4 3 1
4.2.3 Variability origin
Before I move on to further analysis, let us quickly review the observational evidence for the seven
targets from the VLT campaign and previously published works.
The σOri stars were originally observed in 2001 (SE04). The I-band lightcurves revealed
amplitudes ranging from 0.1 to 1.1 magnitudes. Periodic variations were found on timescales of
0.5-8 days, with superimposed irregular components on the scales of hours. V2737 and V2721
were re-visited in a near-infrared campaign in 2006 (Scholz et al., 2009). The stars showed photo-
metric amplitudes of up to 0.9 mag in the J-band and 0.7 mag in the K-band. Variability in V2737
was said to be best explained by a hot spot of Teff = 6000K and filling factor of ≥ 20%. Changes
in V2721 were attributed to inner disk inhomogeneity, estimated to reside between 0.01 and 0.04
AU away from the star. The objects near  Ori were first observed in the I-band in 2001. Four stars
were identified as highly variable, with quasi-periodic (V1959, V1999 and V2559) or completely
irregular signatures (V2227).
Thanks to the VLT campain we now have the first spectroscopic time series for these sources
(in the case of the  Ori objects the first spectra altogether). Visual inspection of the lightcurves
confirms periodic and aperiodic variations on the order of several days and additional changes on
time scales of hours. Table 4.2 summarises the derived amplitudes from the FORS2 lightcurves
and compares them to previously published peak-to-peak values in the phased lightcurves (SE04,
SE05). Amplitudes in this run are comparable to the ones measured before, confirming that the
variability is persistent over timescales of at least 5 years (J-band amplitudes of 0.91 and 0.50
mag for V2737 and V2721 respectively were measured in Scholz et al. (2009)). In summary, the
lightcurves in the current study show similar characteristics to the literature datasets. Unlike the
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photometric activity, the spectra show little sign of variability, with the exception of the Hα line.
The major physical mechanisms discussed in the literature as causes for high level variability
of young stars in the optical are hot/cool spots and variable extinction (Bouvier et al., 1993; Herbst
et al., 1994). Both processes affect the stars by making them appear bluer when brighter and
conversely redder when dimmer. Hence, the next step in the FORS2 sample data analysis would
be to explore the colour behaviour of the seven stars. Unfortunately, the dataset only covers a
single photometric bandpass, but we can still extract some colour information from the spectra.
For this analysis, I will focus on the difference between the spectra corresponding in epoch to the
maximum and minimum in the lightcurve for each object. In particular, I will explore the ratio
of fluxes of the two spectra (max/min) as a function of wavelength. The observed ratios for each
target are plotted in black in Figure 4.10 (models will be discussed below). In these plots we
can see that for most of the targets, the ratio at the blue end of the spectrum tends to be higher
than at the red end of the spectrum. This implies that the objects become bluer when brighter
and conversely redder when dimmer, similarly to predictions for spots and/or variable extinction.
The two exceptions are V1959 and V1999, where the ratio remains remarkably flat over the whole
observed wavelength range.
In the following I will explore the capability of each of the three physical mechanisms (hot
spots, cold spots, variable extinction) to explain the VLT observations. This will be achieved by
using simple models to simulate our objects and attempt to reproduce the observed max/min flux
ratio. The best fitting models (note, not necessarily good fits) for each mechanism are also plotted
in Figure 4.10.
Hot spots
Before we move on to the modelling, let us briefly recap how hot spots are formed and how they
affect variability. Material from the circustellar disk is thought to be channelled onto the star via
stellar magnetic field lines. Kinetic energy is converted into heat causing a hot spot to appear at
the base of the accretion column on the stellar surface. The spot corotates with the star which
should produce periodic brightening and a change in colour (bluer when brighter and redder when
dimmer). Variations in the accretion rates or flow geometry can then induce irregularities in the
observed flux on a variety of time scales, from hours to years. Photometric studies in multiple
bands found that variability in accreting young stars can commonly be explained by hot spots
with temperatures a few thousand degrees above photosphere and a filling factor of a few percent
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Figure 4.10: Comparison between observed max/min spectrum ratio and best fit hot/cold spot and variable
extinction model for each object. Note that best fit model does not always imply a good fit was obtained.
Legend contains best fit parameter values. See text for further details.
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(Bouvier et al., 1995). More recently, comparisons between spectra of T Tauri stars and accretion
shock models indicate typical filling factors of 1-10%, with some exceptions at 20-40% (Ingleby
et al., 2013).
The lack of observed spectral variability in the VLT sample poses a general problem for the
hot spot scenario. In order for an absorption feature to form in a stellar photosphere a temperature
gradient is required (the outer layers of stars are cooler than their interior). When a hot spot
forms on the stellar surface, it will locally reduce the temperature gradient and hence the spectrum
arising from the hot spot area would have shallower or no absorption features. Therefore, a smooth
spectrum such as a blackbody should typically be used to represent the hot spot during modelling.
However, when I initially used a blackbody to model the hot spots for the VLT data, this naturally
introduced significant spectral changes - when taking the ratio between the bright (hot spot +
photosphere) and dim (photosphere only) states, large residual features formed at the wavelengths
where there is a mismatch between the absorption features in the photosphere and lack there
of in the blackbody; these residual features are either considerably weaker or not seen at all in
the observed data. For that reason I have chosen to use photospheric spectra from model stellar
atmospheres to represent both the star and spot (details in Section 2.2.2). Even at this stage of
the hot spot modelling, having to choose a model atmosphere over the blackbody is already an
indicator that hot spots alone will most likely not be able to explain the observed variability. Note
that the model spectra do not include the Hα emission. The free parameters for the hot spot
modelling are the effective temperature and filling factor for the spot.
For the comparison with the observations, I assume that the lightcurve minimum represents the
unspotted photosphere, whereas at maximum we observe the flux from photosphere plus hot spot.
In a first step, I select the models with (Tspot, f) pairs that reproduce the observed photometric
amplitudes for every target (Table 4.2). There is usually a number of (Tspot, f) pairs that fit the
observed amplitude within the photometric error. In order to break the degeneracy I compare the
ratio of the models at minimum and maximum with the observed values. A first important finding
is that spot temperatures exceeding the photospheric temperature by more than ∼ 500 K produce
strong spectral features in the max/min ratio. This is inconsistent with the observed max/min
ratios. Thus, to explain the photometric amplitudes and the lack of spectral changes with this
model, spot temperatures have to be relatively close to the effective temperature of the stars. As a
consequence, keeping the temperature close to Teff yields large filling factors.
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Out of the seven targets, hot spots are a plausible solution for only two objects in σOri –
V2721 and V2739. Incidentally, these are also the two objects with the highest EW in Hα, i.e.
presumably the highest accretion rate, and their lightcurves appear partly periodic, which fits in
this scenario.
For these two objects, the solutions indicate spot temperatures close to the photosphere (300 K
above effective temperature), and large filling factors of 0.2-0.4. This is in contrast to measure-
ments done for more massive accreting young stars, which in most cases find spot temperatures of
over 1000 K above the photosphere and filling factors of only a few percent (Bouvier et al., 1993,
1995; Ingleby et al., 2013). It would imply that accretion in very low mass stars is at least in some
cases not strongly funneled by magnetic fields. Even for these two sources, hot spots cannot be
the only source of the variations. In the red part of the spectrum (> 7500Å) the simple hot spot
model is inadequate and does not reproduce the smooth slope.
It is worth noting that V2721 was previously examined with J- and K-band two filter lightcurves
in Scholz et al. (2009). In their analysis, the color variability in the near-infrared was found to be
consistent with variable extinction. In the current case, variable extinction underpredicts the ob-
served slope change of the spectrum at minimum (see below).
Cold spots
Cool spots result from the interaction between the stellar magnetic fields and gas in the stellar
atmosphere. M dwarfs like the targets in this study are known to be magnetically active and
therefore exhibit cool spots. As in the hot spot case, the cool spots corotate with the star but unlike
the previous scenario the variations are expected to be strictly periodic as cool spots are stable on
the time-scale of the VLT observations.
The modelling of the cool spots is identical to the hot spots, except that now the maximum
in the lightcurve corresponds to the unspotted photosphere and the minimum corresponds to a
photosphere plus cold spot. The spot effective temperature now ranges between 2300 to 3000 K,
in line with typical spot temperature for M dwarfs inferred from Doppler Imaging (Strassmeier,
2009). Again, the observed photometric amplitude for every star can be reproduced by a number
of model parameter combinations. As in the hot spots case, I break the degeneracy by comparing
with the observed max/min ratio of the spectral slope.
In order to explain the high photometric amplitudes observed for most of the objects, very
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high filling factors > 0.5 have to be adopted, which is not physical. For two objects (V2227 and
V1959) I find a solution with a plausible filling factor of 0.1-0.2, but these stars have eclipse-
shaped or partly irregular lightcurves, which cannot be explained by cool spots alone. Thus, while
cool spots may contribute to the observed variations in some objects, they cannot be the dominant
cause for any one of the seven targets.
Variable extinction
Stars surrounded by circumstellar material may experience the effects of variable exctinction along
the line of sight, causing optical and infrared variability (Dullemond et al., 2003; Grinin et al.,
2009; Stauffer et al., 2015; McGinnis et al., 2015). If the material along the line of sight is
optically thick, this could also lead to an eclipse of the central object. Variable extinction and
eclipses are typically associated with inhomogenities in the circumstellar material. Depending on
the temporal stability of these features, the variability may appear periodic or irregular. Variable
extinction causes brightness changes that are smoothly varying with wavelength, in contrast to the
spot models explored above and similar to what is seen in VLT observations.
To investigate the impact of variable extinction on our targets, I have used the average RV -
dependent extinction law defined by Cardelli et al. (1989) (definition given in Section 2.2.2). In
this scenario, the bright state of the star corresponds to the object seen without any extinction.
The bright state is represented by the model atmosphere and the extinction law is applied to the
model atmosphere to represent the dim state. The free parameters AV and RV are varied between
0.0 to 1.5 for AV and 3.1 to 5.0 for RV . As in the spot modelling case, I compare the modelled and
observed max/min slope to pick the best fitting combination of AV and RV . This approach assumes
ISM-like extinction caused by very small grains (< 1 µm). Larger grain sizes, as they are expected
to be present in disks (eg. Ricci et al. 2014), would produce smaller colour variations.
There exist parameter values that can reproduce the photometric amplitudes. However, these
solutions cause too much spectral variation compared with the observations, i.e. the slope in
max/min ratio is too large. The ratio in the observed spectra deviates by ±0 − 10% from 1.0,
whereas the extinction model requires ±10 − 20% to match the observed lightcurve amplitudes.
The only object with a plausible extinction solution is V2559, with RV = 5.0 and AV = 0.95. For
the other 6 objects variable extinction by ISM-type grains can be excluded as the dominant cause
of variability.
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Extinction by large dust grains, however, remains an attractive scenario, particularly for the
objects in  Ori without accretion and with eclipse-shaped lightcurves (V2227, V1999, V1959).
For these three plus V2559, obscuration by circumstellar material consisting of optically thick
large dust grains might be the only viable explanation, the only scenario that can explain both
the shape of the lightcurve and the lack of spectral variability. The obvious problem is that two
of these objects do not show mid-infrared excess emission, with only upper limits available at
24 µm and thus there is no evidence for the presence of a disk. One plausible scenario may be
collisions of massive planetesimals that rapidly generate a significant mass of small dust grains
as suggested by Meng et al. (2015). In that case, the timescales of the variations give constraints
about the location of the material that is responsible for the additional extinction. The timespan
between minimum and maximum in our lightcurves is in the range of 1-4 d, which corresponds to
a distance from the star of 0.01-0.05 AU, assuming Keplerian rotation. This is consistent with the
expected location of the inner edge of the dust disk (if a disk is in fact present).
Modelling summary
I have explored three physical mechanisms in order to explain the photometric and spectroscopic
observations of the seven objects near σOri and  Ori. The modelling has shown that the sources
of variability are complex; no single physical mechanism can fully account for the observed photo-
metric and spectroscopic variability implying multiple processes contribute to various degrees. A
summary of observed and model I-band amplitudes and max/min spectrum ratio slopes is provided
in Table B.1 in Appendix B .
The modelling has produced two results that are surprising and in contrast to the literature.
1) In the cases where hot spots are a plausible explanation the models rule out the parameter
space that is normally found for T Tauri stars (high temperatures, low filling factors). Instead,
there is evidence for large filling factors and temperatures only slightly above photosphere. The
variable continuum does not show a strong correlation with Hα. This indicates that the continuum
and Hα emission possibly originate from different spatial zones.
2) Even objects with very little or no measurable excess emission at mid-infrared wavelength
show evidence for being surrounded by clouds/clumps of circumstellar material causing variable
extinction.
The variability of two of the stars near σOri, V2721 and V2739 (also showing strong evidence
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for ongoing accretion in the Hα line), is best approximated by hot spots. Variable extinction by
large dust grains emerges as a viable explanation for the four stars near  Ori (V1959, V1999,
V2227 and V2559). V2737 appears to be the only star that is incompatible with any of the mod-
elling I have done. In Scholz et al. (2009) the star was found to have a slope which was too small
to be consistent with variable extinction. The variability was attributed to hot spots of temperature
6000 K and filling factor of over 20%. The results from the modelling presented here show that
variable extinction overpredicts the change in spectral slope, in agreement with the previous study.
However, I find that hot spots with a temperature even a few hundred degrees higher than the pho-
tosphere produces strong spectral features, which are not seen in the observations. The cold spot
model comes closest to reproducing the slope but it also generates features that are too strong and
requires a very large filling factor. Thus V2737 requires more sophisticated modelling combined
with further multiwavelength observations.
4.2.4 Summary of the VLT campaign
In the previous sections I presented a spectro-photometric variability study for seven very low mass
stars in clusters in Orion, using four nights of data from the FORS2 instrument at the ESO/VLT
in December 2003. Our targets were previously known to be highly variable. This study has
provided the first ever spectroscopic time-series for these objects (and in the case of the  Ori stars
the first spectra altogether). It has enabled an in-depth study of these VLM stars as it has near
simultaneously covered a broad range of observational signature typical for young stars.
In the following I summarise the main findings from the VLT campaign.
• Combining the VLT data with literature lightcurves from 2001 and 2006, the photometric
variability persist over at least 5 years with no major changes.
• Three of the targets, located in the cluster σOri, show strong mid-infrared color excess,
strong Hα emission indicative of accretion, and large-amplitude partially periodic lightcurves,
comparable to typical behaviour of classical T Tauri stars.
• In contrast, the remaining targets, located near  Ori and presumably slightly older, have
weak Hα emission, weak or no mid-infrared excess, but still show significant and partially
irregular variability with an eclipse-like lightcurve morphology.
• While the I-band magnitudes vary by 0.1-0.8 mag in the VLT sample, the spectra remain
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remarkably constant in all objects. The spectral types remain constant within 0.5 subtypes.
The only significant spectral variations are found in Hα (for the accreting objects).
• Four out of 7 objects exhibit a slight gradient (±10%) in the ratio between spectra taken at
maximum and minimum flux, in the sense that they become redder when fainter. For the
remaining three this ratio is flat.
• I have calculated simple models for three possible variability causes, hot spots, cold spots,
and variable extinction. For two accreting objects in σOri, the spectral changes are reason-
ably well explained by hot spots. This scenario would also fit with the strong Hα emission
and the shape of the lightcurves. However, I had to assume temperatures close to the photo-
sphere (+300 K) and high filling factors (0.2-0.4), which are not the typical hot spot param-
eters found for more massive stars and from magnetospheric accretion. It might indicate a
change in the geometry towards more homogenuous accretion in the very low mass regime.
• The objects in  Ori are best explained by variable extinction caused by large grains. This is
also in line with the lack of accretion and with the eclipse-like shape of the lightcurves. The
obvious problem with this explanation is the lack of infrared excess in two of these sources
out to 10 µm.
The VLT campaign has clearly demonstrated that spectral information is essential for inter-
preting the variability in young stellar objects.
4.3 Follow up observations
The successful VLT campaign encouraged further observations for some of the seven stars. In the
following I will present follow-up multi-wavelength observations for V2737 Ori (near σOri) and
for all four of the  Ori stars. All observations have been planned by Aleks Scholz and myself and
executed in the past three years.
4.3.1 V2737 Ori
Despite having been studied in several observing campaigns between 2001 and 2006, the origins
of the variability of V2737 Ori has remained unclear. The star is showing excess infrared emission,
optical variability of up to 1.0 mag and a strong Hα emission line, all evidence for the presence of
a disk and ongoing accretion activity. Yet all the modelling for the standard reddening mechanisms
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from the VLT data analysis significantly over-predicts the observed colour variations. With colours
having proven to be a crucial piece of information for understanding the system, we set up follow-
up observations with the aim of obtaining a wider range of simultaneously observed wavelengths,
including the mid-IR where the emission originates from the disk. In addition, these observations
have also extended our time-scale baseline, allowing us to check if the variability patters for this
object are persistent over a decade.
Simultaneous MIR/optical monitoring
We planned a simultaneous MIR/optical monitoring campaign using the Spitzer Space Telescope
and the LCOGT network. The aim was to map out the inner-most region of the system obtaining
two independent constraints on two different time-scales. On one hand, we aimed to sample a
time-scale of a few days, a time-frame suitable for tracing inhomogeneities in the inner disk,
stellar spots and accretion flow changes. On the other hand, we also wanted to sample time-scales
of a few minutes with the intention of using "light echoes" to measure the distance between the
star and the inner disk. Light echoes are based on the idea that brightness changes driven by the
star will trigger a direct flux response at the inner edge of the disk, delayed by the light travel time
(typically minutes for our case, see Harries 2011). What is more, measuring time-delays over a
number of epochs would allow us to measure distances as a function of azimuth, creating a map
of the inner disk region.
With these considerations in mind we set up a dual observing strategy with Spitzer. We would
visit the star at 10 different epochs over 10 consecutive days (ideally once every 24 hours). This
would allows us to monitor the targets over at least 2 rotational cycles (period not precisely known,
but estimated to be between 2-5 days, SE04). Each visit will then comprise of a 1-hour block
of high cadence observations that would enable the light echo measurements. The Spitzer ob-
servations would be complemented by simultaneous optical ground-based observations with the
LCOGT network. The LCOGT observations were set up to cover 2-hour blocks, centred around
the Spitzer observations. The 2-hour blocks would consist of a series of 40s exposures in the
Sloan i-band, finished with a single set of ugri images at the end of the block. In addition, we set
up a number of additional LCOGT observations in the weeks prior and after the Spitzer window
in order to establish a longer baseline of optical observations. The baseline runs were a combina-
tion one-hour long monitoring blocks comprised of a series of images of 100s exposure time and
half-hour long high-cadence series with images of 20s exposure time.
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Unfortunately, the campaign did not meet its primary goals due to several circumstances out-
side of our control. First, bad weather conditions inhibited a number of the simultaneous ground-
based observations. Second, we were not able to achieve a high enough signal-to-noise ratio (for
light echo measurements) for the remaining high-cadence ground-based observations due to back-
ground illumination from the increasing-in-phase Moon. And third, despite the fact that the Spitzer
observations were executed successfully, our target remained uncharacteristically quiescent within
all of our individual observing windows.
Nonetheless, below I present the lightcurves obtained with Spitzer and the LCOGT network.
Table 4.4 contains a summary of the successful Spitzer and LCOGT observations. For more de-
tails on the instruments and the Spitzer run see Chapter 2.
Spitzer observations
Figure B.2 in Appendix B presents lightcurves from the ten 1-hour observing blocks with
Spitzer. The lightcurves are constructed after performing aperture photometry on the basic cali-
brated image products (BCD) from the Spitzer pipeline. Unlike all other photometry in this thesis,
here I present only the instrumental magnitude for V2737 Ori, i.e. no differential photometry was
done. As this observation is space-based, there are no systematic effects related to atmospheric
changes and hence single target photometry should not be a significant drawback in this case. Un-
fortunately, I was unable to construct RMS plots as dithering was applied during the observations.
The dithering offsets the field of view from image to image and hence I was able to identify only
one star other than V2737 that was bright enough to be used for comparison and was present in all
images.
As previously stated, V2737 remained remarkably quiescent within all individual Spitzer ob-
serving blocks. The standard deviation of the photometric measurements from a single visit is
∼0.05 mag, comparable to the standard deviation of the only reference star in the images. How-
ever, when we plot all Spitzer observations of V2737 in a single lightcurve, we see that the target
shows variations of over ∼0.3 mag on a time-scale of a few nights. For comparison, the reference
star remains constant within 0.07 mag through the entire run. Figure 4.11 shows the photometry
for V2737 over the 10 days. In this plot, I have binned together data, averaging every 5 consecu-
tive data points as long as they are from the same night.
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Table 4.4: Summary of the successful observations for the simultaneous MIR/optical monitoring of V2737
Ori.
Date t exp. (s) # images duration (h) camera
Spitzer (4.5µm) 15-12-2015 12 150 1 IRAC
16-12-2015 12 150 1 IRAC
17-12-2015 12 150 1 IRAC
18-12-2015 12 150 1 IRAC
19-12-2015 12 150 1 IRAC
21-12-2015 12 150 1 IRAC
23-12-2015 12 150 1 IRAC
25-12-2015 12 150 1 IRAC
26-12-2015 12 150 1 IRAC
27-12-2015 12 150 1 IRAC
LCOGT (i ′, 7625Å) 16-12-2015 40 129 2 SBIG
simultaneous 23-12-2015 40 129 2 SBIG
25-12-2015 40 129 2 SBIG
27-12-2015 40 129 2 SBIG
LCOGT (i ′, 7625Å) 12-12-2015 100 30 1 SBIG
baseline 14-12-2015 100 30 1 SBIG
17-12-2015 100 30 1 SBIG
19-12-2015 100 30 1 SBIG
21-12-2015 100 30 1 SBIG
24-12-2015 100 30 1 SBIG
26-12-2015 100 30 1 SBIG
01-01-2016 100 30 1 SBIG
07-01-2016 100 30 1 SBIG
10-01-2016 100 30 1 SBIG
11-01-2016 20 90 0.5 Sinistro
12-01-2016 20 90 0.5 Sinistro
13-01-2016 20 90 0.5 Sinistro
13-01-2016 100 30 1 SBIG
16-01-2016 100 30 1 SBIG
19-01-2016 100 30 1 SBIG
27-01-2016 100 30 1 SBIG
LCOGT observations
I have taken the LCOGT pipeline reduced images and performed differential aperture pho-
tometry for all nights described in Table 4.4. The final magnitudes have been shifted to standard
using Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, Doi et al. 2010) magnitudes for 9 of the reference stars.
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Full Spitzer lightcurve for V2737 Ori
Figure 4.11: Complete Spitzer lightcurve for V2737 Ori. The y-axis shows instrumental magnitude. The
star shows variability of about 0.3 mag on a time-scale of a few days.
As the results for similarly set up observations (same exposure times and total duration) do not
differ significantly I am only including one lightcurve and associated RMS plot as representative
of each group of observations in Appendix B (Figure B.3). In all cases we ended up with noisy
lightcurves, where the target’s RMS is comparable to other stars of similar brightness in the field.
Like the Spitzer lightcurves, our LCOGT observations do not detect any significant variability on
a time-scale of < 2 hours.
Warsaw telescope observations
Juan Carlos Beamin has kindly provided us with Cousin I-band observations of V2737 Ori
from the 1.3m Warsaw Telescope (WT) at the Las Campanas Observatory in Chile on the nights
of 13 and 14 Dec 2015, just before the Spitzer campaign. All data reduction and photometric
analysis for this set has been done by Juan. The exposure time for the time-series is 180s and
each night spans 4-5 hours of observations. Juan performed differential aperture photometry on
our target along with 9 reference stars and shifted the final photometry to standard. The resulting
lightcurve is plotted in Figure 4.12. The star is showing variability of >1 mag over 2 nights. This
lightcurve is proving extremely important for our understanding of the object as it demonstrates
that even though some portions of the lightcurve (first night) seem quiescent on a time scale of
1 hour, the star is still highly variable. Hence our Spitzer and LCOGT observations may have
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simply caught the object in the quiescent phases. The WT data also suggests that it may be more
beneficial for future observations of V2737 if the star is monitored for a more extended period of
time, such as 3-4 hours per visit.
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Figure 4.12: Warsaw Telescope I-band lightcurve of V2737. The star shows variability >1 mag over 2
nights.
Combined lightcurves
I have combined all Spitzer, LCOGT and Warsaw Telescope lightcurves into a single plot
(Figure 4.13). The Spitzer data has been shifted by a constant to allow for direct comparison
of the data from the different instruments. There appears to be a correlation between the optical
and infrared variability on the few days time-scale. One could plot optical versus IR magnitudes
for matching epochs in order to verify the correlation but, unfortunately, with only 3 nights of
simultaneous optical and IR observations, this it is not possible for the data set. However if the
correlation is real, it would imply that the star and inner disk region are similarly affected by the
cause for the variability. Both the LCOGT and WT data suggest that V2737 continues to be highly
variable in the optical with an amplitude of over 1 mag on a time-scale of a few days. This is
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in agreement with the 2001 through 2006 observations and suggests that this aspect of V2737’s
behaviour is persistent on a scale of at least one decade. However I was unable to measure any
significant variability on a time-scale of less than 2 hours in neither the optical nor infrared. This
likely signifies that the accretion flow component of the system is relatively stable, which can be
further backed up by the smaller range of Hα equivalent widths measured for this object in the
VLT campaign, compared to the other two stars near σOri.
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Figure 4.13: Combined lightcurves from the Spitzer, LCOGT and WT data sets. The star shows optical
variability of over 1 mag in the optical in both the WT and LCOGT data sets. There is a clear correlation
between the infrared (Spitzer) and optical (LCOGT) data.
Final thoughts on V2737 Ori
Combining literature studies and the campaigns presented in this thesis, we have demonstrated
that the variability in V2737 Ori is persistent on a time-scale of at least one decade. The VLT
spectral data analysis has shown that the physical mechanism driving the variability is potentially
complex, as none of the three standard reddening mechanisms (hot/cool spots, variable extinction)
alone were able to account for the observed spectral changes. Here I will briefly speculate on a
scenario that could explain a number of the observed features of the system. Let us first begin
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by reviewing the major findings for this star. Using hot spot models to fit the observed max/min
spectral ratio produced too strong spectral features compared to the observations (Figure 4.10).
Cold spot modelling required going into an unphysical parameter space in order to reproduce the
amplitude of the optical lightcurve. We can therefore firmly reject spots as the major contribu-
tor to the variability. This only left variable extinction as an option. Using an extinction law for
interstellar-like dust overpredicted the observed max/min ratio, but one could argue that the dust
composition in a circumstellar disk need not be identical to interstellar dust and hence we can not
fully exclude variable extinction as a viable scenario. Next, the Hα equivalent width measure-
ments appeared to be correlated with the optical lightcurve for this object (Figure B.1). Finally,
the simultaneous MIR/optical campaign revealed a possible correlation between the infrared and
optical variability. In other words we have observed evidence for a correlation between the physi-
cal processes associated with the star (optical emission), inner disk (near-to-mid IR emission) and
accretion stream (Hα emission).
Now let us picture a star with a circumstellar disk, a dipole magnetic field and tilt between the
rotational and magnetic field axes (see Figure 4 in Romanova et al. 2004). Let us also assume that
the accretion columns are producing a warp at their base on the side of the disk. Let us now look at
the system at two different rotational phases - when the warp is between the observer and the star
and half a phase later when the warp is on the far side of the star. First, the warp is between us and
the star. One could imagine that there exists an angle at which we could view the system such that
the warp will cover the hot spot on the stellar surface that would normally be facing us, as well as
part of the stellar photosphere and the accretion flow. So now not only does the continuum level
not increase as the hot spot is being covered but it actually decreases as part of the photosphere
is obscured by the warp. In addition, having the warp partially cover the accretion flow would
suggest a drop in Hα emission as well. Half a rotation later, the warp and accretion flow are on the
far side of the star. The hot spot is again invisible as it is facing away from the observer, but the
warp is no longer covering the photosphere so the observer would register an increase in the optical
continuum. Further more, because we assumed that the system is inclined with respect to the line
of sight, we would now be seeing a larger fraction of the accretion flow and hence measure an
increase in the Hα line. What is more, we would now be seeing the illuminated side of the warp,
meaning it would add to the emitting surface area of the disk and hence we would measure an
increase in infrared flux as well. Under this scenario we would be able to explain the observed
correlation between optical, IR and Hα emission. We are even able explain why hot spots do not
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appear to be a factor in the observations while still keeping them present in the system.
If the accretion for the system is steady as the observations seem to suggest, and we assume the
above scenario, then it is reasonable to expect the entire configuration to be steady as well. If that
is the case, one would expect to see a periodicity in the optical and infrared lightcurves on scales
of a few days, the rotational time-scale for the star and inner disk. Looking back at the combined
IR and optical lightcurves in Figure 4.13 there are at least two epochs where the system appears
to be in a very dim state and with better time sampling more details in the lightcurve morphology
may be revealed. As a next step in the study of V2737 Ori, I would like to monitor V2737 in a
similar fashion to the WT observations, but over a time-span of several rotational cycles, i.e. 10-20
days, ideally without daytime observing gaps. The individual visits need not be high cadence, but
measurements would need to be performed at the very least once every hour for a period of 4-5
consecutive hours per night, as the WT data set has demonstrated the brightness of the system can
change dramatically on that time-scale. If a periodicity can be constrained from such a campaign,
it would also pave the way to further simultaneous multiwavelength observations as we would be
able to more precisely select particular rotational phases of interest to study.
4.3.2  Ori objects follow up
The VLT campaign findings revealed that the four stars (V1959, V1999, V2227 and V2559 Ori)
near  Ori are likely at a later stage of their pre-main sequence evolution compared to their σOri
counterparts (Sect. 4.2.4). All four showed weak Hα emission and very little or no excess IR
emission in the SEDs, suggesting depleted or no circumstellar disks and certainly no active accre-
tion. Yet the objects are showing optical photometric variability between 0.1 and 0.6 in the VLT
data set with partially or completely irregular components in the morphology. Given the lack of
evidence for accretion and the fact that the spectral modelling of the VLT set rejected both hot
and cold spots as primary cause for the variability, we must look for other causes such as variable
extinction or obscuration by optically thick material. However variable extinction would require
the presence of a disk, which has been questionable for the four stars from the existing studies. In
the following I will present follow-up photometric optical (LCOGT) observations, WISE archival
data and SED modelling for all four star. Combining all the data I will provide evidence that three
of the objects do indeed posses thin disks.
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LCOGT observations
I observed the four stars with the LCOGT network in a monitoring campaign in winter 2015-2016.
The campaign ran for as long as the targets remained visible, between late November 2015 and
late March 2016. The observations were set up such that each star would be visited at least once
every 48 hours (subject to weather conditions) with each visit comprising of a single measurement
in each of the Sloan ugri filters. This observing strategy allowed us to: 1) monitor the optical
variability on time-scales of both days and months; 2) obtain colour information for the systems to
look for reddening effects that would confirm the presence of dust and hence circumstellar disks.
As with all other LCOGT data, I performed differential aperture photometry on the LCOGT
pipeline reduced images. For each field I used 6-10 reference stars for both creating a reference
lightcurve to remove systematics and shifting the final differential lightcurve to standard using
SDSS magnitudes for the reference stars. All four targets were undetected in the majority of the
u ′ images (as well as the g ′ images for V2227) and hence these bands have been excluded from
further analysis. Figure 4.14 shows the i ′-band complete lightcurves for each object (the g ′ and
r ′-band lightcurves can be found in Appendix B). All four targets are variable on a time-scale of
a few days in all passbands. The photometric error is about ∼2-3% for all fields of view. Table 4.5
summarises the max-main amplitudes for each lightcurves in each filter for all targets.
Table 4.5: Max-min lightcurve amplitudes from the follow-up LCOGT campaign for the four stars near
 Ori
g ′ r ′ i ′
V1959 0.43 0.32 0.30
V1999 3.61 1.97 0.95
V2227 0.63 0.42
V2559 3.81 2.10 1.37
Next, I constructed r ′- i ′ colour magnitude diagrams from the photometry to explore the
colour behaviour of the stars over time (Figure 4.15). Even a visual inspection is enough to confirm
that all objects are experiencing reddening. In order to quantify the reddening I applied the same
extinction law as used in the VLT data analysis, this time trying to match the LCOGT lightcurve
amplitudes. The extinction law struggles to reproduce amplitudes for more than one passband
simultaneously, which implies the model can not fully reproduce the data. Nonetheless in Figure
4.15 I have plotted two model extinction vectors selected such that the model matches the observed
r ′-band amplitude and comes as close as possible to the observed i ′-band one. The difference
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Figure 4.14: Sloan i ′-band lightcurves from winter 2015-2016 for each of the four stars near  Ori
between the two vectors is that the black vectors are models for interstellar-like dust, with RV=3.1
and the red vectors are best fitting models where both RV and AV have been allowed to vary. In all
cases the red extinction vectors are better fits to the data than the black ones. It is interesting to note
that for three of the stars (V1999, V2227 and V2559) the better fitting parameters suggest more
reddening than interstellar-like dust would imply and also, the RV values point towards smaller
dust grains compared to interstellar dust. At the same time it is very difficult to conceive how
small dust grains can create variations of the observed scales.
WISE/NEOWISE data
Having detected reddening in the optical LCOGT dataset, I searched the WISE archive to check if
the objects had been observed in the infrared (other than the ALLWISE data which was discussed
earlier). All four objects have been observed over 6 days, once in March and September 2010
and again in March and September of 2014 and 2015 (from the NEOWISE stage of the mission).
Each visit comprises of roughly 10-15 measurements taken within 24 hours. Figure 4.16 shows
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Figure 4.15: Colour-magnitude diagrams constructed from the LCOGT photometry for each object. The
vectors represent the best fitting extinction models for RV=3.1 (black) and RV as a free parameter (red). See
text for details.
the complete WISE channel 1 and 2 (W1, W2) lightcurves for each object. All stars are variable
both on a 1-day and few years scale.The variation amplitudes are between 0.1 and 0.4 mag.
Earlier in this chapter we used single-epoch W1-W2 measurements as a means to determine
whether or not our objects could possess circumstellar disks (Figure 4.4). V2227 and V2559
showed no excess emission in Figure 4.4 which implied they should have no disk. The multi-
epoch measurements from the WISE archive allow us to check the validity of the conclusions
drawn from Figure 4.4. Figure 4.17 presents W1-W2 CMDs for all four objects constructed from
the photometry used for Figure 4.16. It immediately becomes obvious that all four stars change
their infrared colour significantly and hence single-epoch measurements should not be used alone
for determining if the system has a disk or not. In addition the spread in the W1-W2 CMD is
comparable to the photometric error for some objects and mid-IR colour trends are difficult to
identify in contrast to the optical behaviour of these systems.
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Figure 4.16: WISE lightcurves of the four stars. The data set spans a period of 5 years. All objects show a
variability on but a 1-day and few years time-scale. The W1 and W2 channel variability is correlated.
SED modelling
To go one step further with understanding the four objects, I present model SEDs calculated from a
Monte Carlo radiation transfer code (Whitney et al. 2003a,b, 2013) run by Maya Petkova (Figure
4.18). The modelling is similar to the one done in Scholz et al. (2009), where a dusty disk is
irradiated by the central star. The models assume that dust is sublimated close to the star which
sets a limit of ∼ 7R∗ for the inner edge of the disk (within this radius the disk is assumed to be
optically thin). The outer disk radius is fixed at 100 AU. Two dust size distributions are present in
the disk - small grains of size ∼0.01-0.1 µm and larger grains of up to 1 mm (see Scholz et al. 2007
and references therein). The large grains have a smaller scaleheight mimicking dust settling in the
disk. The models assume interstellar extinction of AV=0.5 and a distance of ∼400pc to the objects.
The stellar photosphere is represented by NextGen model atmospheres (e.g. Hauschildt et al.
1999), where the selection of effective temperature and logg values are based on best fits to the
averaged VLT spectra of the targets. Stellar masses have been adopted from SE05 and the stellar
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Figure 4.17: WISE colour-magnitude diagrams for the four stars. All objects show a broad change of
colour values with no obvious trends. The vertical line is a rough guide for distinguishing between an
object with or without a disk.
radii are calculated based on the logg and stellar mass values. The disc scale height increases with
radius and follows the power law h(r) = h0(r/R) β. The disk mass, h0 and β (labelled ZSCALE and
B respectively in the figures) are free parameters. Parameter values are noted on each plot. The
black dashed line corresponds to the stellar photosphere and the coloured solid lines represent the
model SEDs seen at different inclinations (varying smoothly from pink - edge on, to green - face
on). The observed data points (pluses) are identical to the ones used in Figure 4.5. Before moving
on to the models, I will briefly note that the SED fitting is subject to a number of degeneracies and
the models presented below should be considered sample solutions rather than exact and unique
fits to the systems (for discussions on degeneracies see Chiang et al. 2001; Robitaille et al. 2007).
Three of the objects (V1595, V1999 and V2559) can be well reproduced by disks with masses
on the order of 10−5 M. While the disk mass was a free parameter in the modelling, the parameter
value should not be taken as a hard constraint as we have no observed infrared data points beyond
24 µm to compare to and even some of the available mid-infrared data points are only upper es-
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timates. The remaining star, V2227, appears to be consistent with a pure photosphere (the SED
models fail to reproduce the IR data points). The h0 and β parameter values for the three stars with
good fits are comparable to values estimated for some VLM stars in Upper Scorpius (Scholz et al.,
2007; Mathews et al., 2013). At a distance of 1 AU the SED modelling suggests disk scaleheights
of 9.3, 30 and 3.3 R∗ for V1959, V1999 and V2559 respectively. In comparison to similar mod-
elling done for two of the σOri stars in Scholz et al. (2009), V1959 and V2559 have geometrically
flatter disks than V2737 Ori, which was already considered to have a low level of flaring, whereas
the flaring of V1999 is similar to that of V2721 from Scholz et al. (2009). Of course, this is only
comparing the disk geometries and does not imply the disks in the two star forming regions are
identical (the σOri stars are undergoing accretion unlike the targets in  Ori and the total disk
masses in Scholz et al. (2009) are 2 orders of magnitude higher than in this study).
Final thoughts on the  Ori objects
All four of the targets near  Ori appear to be in a late stage of the T Tau phase with no signs of
ongoing accretion. However all stars are displaying high-level photometric and infrared variabil-
ity, persistent on time-scales of years to a decade. The optical lightcurves are primarily irregular
with flux dips with duration from minutes (V2227) to hours (V21959, V1999, V2559). Thanks
to the VLT campaign we are able to firmly exclude stellar spots as the primary cause for variabil-
ity. The colour-magnitude diagrams constructed from the optical LCOGT follow-up observations,
combined with SED modelling have provided evidence that three of the objects (V1959, V1999
and V2559) are still surrounded by thin dust discs. Therefore the only remaining explanations for
these objects are variable extinction and/or obscurations by material in the disk. The observed red-
dening evident in the CMDs in Figure 4.15 suggests that the eclipsing material has to be optically
thin. Therefore we can also exclude a scenario where the star light is being blocked by bodies such
as planets or asteroids only (although such bodies could still be present in the systems). This is
further backed up by the fact that none of the eclipses in the lightcurves are showing flat portions,
a feature typical for transits of bodies considerably smaller than the parent star. An additional
observation of interest is that none of the three stars with disk are displaying flat portions of the
lightcurve outside of eclipse. Combining the information all together, these systems require a sce-
nario in which the material causing the dips needs to have a size comparable to the stellar diameter
to account for the lack of flatness in-eclipse; and it needs to azimuthally cover a large fraction
of the orbit to account for the lack flatness out-of-eclipse. The above two conditions may sound
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mutually exclusive, but here I will speculate that perhaps a ring made out of multiple clouds of
dust grains and pebbles with varying optical depths and/or scaleheight may be able to explain the
observations. Should that be the case, one possible next step would be to use the so called "Cur-
tain model" (eg. Kennedy et al. 2017), a one-dimensional model where the cloud is modelled as a
semi-opaque screen or ’curtain’ that dims the star, to estimate the radial location of the occulting
material by using the eclipse depth and ingress/egress gradient. The obvious caveats here would
be that given the asymmetric shape of the eclipses, gradients would be difficult to reliably estimate
even if the data sets were more densely sampled in time than our current observations.
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Figure 4.18: Model SEDs for the  Ori stars. Top: V1959 Ori. Bottom: V1999 Ori. Figure continued on
next page.
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Figure 4.18 (continued): Top: V2227 Ori. Bottom: V2559 Ori.
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In the early stages of their lives low mass stars (. 2.0 M) undergo the so called T Tauri phase.
Chapter 1 gave an overview of the current understanding of this phase both from a theoretical and
observational standpoint. Young stars are surrounded by a disk of circumstellar material. Material
from the disk is channelled onto the star via stellar magnetic field lines, while angular momentum
is dissipated in the form of jets, winds and outflows. Observationally, TTS are characterized by
high-level photometric variability across the spectrum (X-ray to mid-IR), excess infrared emission
from dust in the disk and a wide variety of spectral emission lines associated with accretion (eg
Hα , He I) and outflows (forbidden lines such as [O I]). I also reviewed a number of distinct vari-
ability behaviours such as brightness increases ranging from violent FU Ori outbursts (Hartmann
& Kenyon, 1996) to small flaring events (Stauffer et al., 2014) as well as eclipse events ranging
from the long-lasting UX Ori (Grinin et al., 1994) stars to the transient "dippers" (Stauffer et al.,
2015).
This thesis aims to expand our understanding of TTS environments through the means of vari-
ability monitoring, specifically down to the very low mass regime (. 0.4 M) representative of
the most common type of stars in the Galaxy. I have presented photometric and spectroscopic
observations of seven highly variable VLM young stars in Orion as well the star RW Aur. The
photometric observations of the Orion objects span a time-frame of over one decade and cover
a wavelength range from the optical to the mid-infrared. Chapter 2 gave an overview of the ob-
servational facilities (VLT, LCOGT, JGT, LT) and observing campaigns included in this thesis. I
also reviewed the basic data reduction steps as well as the analysis techniques including differen-
tial photometry and colour-magnitude diagrams, spectral line equivalent width measurements, and
simple modelling for stellar spots and dust reddening.
In Chapter 3 I explored the recent change in the variability behaviour for the T Tauri star RW
Aur. RW Aur is a highly variable binary system known to astronomers for over a century. In 2010
the star experienced a deep dimming which lasted for almost an year (Rodriguez et al., 2013), a
behaviour which it had never exhibited before. In late 2014 RW Aur entered into a second eclipse,
this time remaining in the dimmed state until summer 2016 (Petrov et al., 2015; Rodriguez et al.,
2016; Bozhinova et al., 2016b). In this thesis I presented a large dataset of photometric and spectral
observations collected slightly before and during the 2014 dimming event. The main findings from
our observing campaigns are summarised below.
• The multi-band LCOGT observations showed that the system continued to drop in bright-
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ness between December 2014 and January 2015 in all of the ugri bandpasses. The pho-
tometry also indicated the system was becoming redder during that period. The observed
reddening can likely be attributed to the fact that the LCOGT data does not resolve the pri-
mary and secondary components and the optical flux detected in LCOGT dataset became
dominated by the secondary component (Antipin et al., 2015), which is intrinsically redder
in colour.
• The JGT lightcurves displayed irregular burst-like events on time-scales of hours, indicating
that at least a portion of the accretion flow of the system is still visible during the eclipse.
• Archival WISE data confirmed that the system became brighter in the mid-infrared dur-
ing the 2014 eclipse, providing more evidence for the presence of hot (∼1000K) dust first
suggested by Shenavrin et al. (2015).
• The LT spectral analysis agrees with results reported by Petrov et al. (2015) and Takami
et al. (2016). The He I equivalent width remains unchanged during the dimming, meaning
there has been no major change in the accretion flow of the system. The [O I] forbidden line
equivalent width increases by a factor of ∼10 during the eclipse, although the change in the
oxygen line EW is more likely a result from the drop in the continuum rather than an increase
in the line flux. The Hα EW drops during the dimming, however the LT dataset alone is not
enough to determine if the variability is related to the eclipse or we are simply seeing the
line’s intrinsic variations. If the Hα variability is indeed related to the dimming, then it
is also interesting to note that all 6 in-eclipse LT spectra are showing a suppressed blue-
shifted peak which could suggest that the obscuring material is part of an outflow moving
towards the observer line-of-sight. However a bigger sample of in-eclipse Hαmeasurements
is needed before a firm relation between the blue-shifted suppression and the dimming can
be established.
• Preliminary LCOGT observations from winter season 2016-2017 in the ugri are indicating
that RW Aur has become dim yet again.
The RW Aur observations presented in this thesis support the scenario of the 2014 eclipse
being caused by dust lifted in the disk wind proposed by Petrov et al. (2015). RW Aur has
proven a very unusual and interesting T Tau object as it showed high-level optical (∼3mag),
mid-infrared and spectral outflow line variability without displaying any changes in its accre-
tion activity. Whereas uncovering the exact mechanism for launching the dust into the disk wind
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is beyond the scope of this study, the work presented here demonstrates that there exist physical
conditions other than magnetospheric accretion that can lead to high-level variability and the cur-
rent theoretical picture of T Tauri stars is not complete. This study also demonstrates how crucial
multi-wavelength monitoring is for TTS, as without the mid-IR data the dusty wind scenario would
be considerably less convincing in comparison to the obscuration by tidal arm material alternative
(Rodriguez et al., 2016).
Chapter 4 presented a monitoring campaign of seven very low mass young objects, three in
the σOri star forming region (V2721, V2737 and V2739 Ori) and four more near  Ori (V1959,
V1999, V2227 and V2559 Ori). All seven targets had been previously identified as highly variable
(optical photometric amplitudes between 0.1-1.0 mag) in Scholz & Eislöffel (2004) and Scholz &
Eislöffel (2005) but were otherwise not well studied in literature. This thesis presented a 4-day
spectrophotometric monitoring campaign of all seven stars with the VLT, as well as follow-up
multi-band observations for V2737 Ori (Spitzer + LCOGT) and the four stars near  Ori (WISE,
LCOGT). Combined, the data sets provide photometric information about the systems spanning
a period of over a decade. Detailed discussions of each campaign can found in Chapter 4, here I
summarise the main findings.
• Optical photometric variability of 0.1-1.0 mag is persistent on a time-scale of at least one
decade for all seven stars
• All stars fall in the spectral class M3-M5 with their spectral types remaining constant within
0.5 subtypes despite the optical variability.
• V2721, V2737 and V2739 Ori (the threeσOri targets) display partially periodic lightcurves,
posses strong IR excess, indicating the presence of a circumstellar disk, and large Hα equiv-
alent widths (30 to over 100 Å) typical for objects experiencing active magnetospheric ac-
cretion.
• V1959, V1999, V2227 and V2559 Ori, the four stars near  Ori, have irregular eclipse-like
lightcurves, weak Hα emssion (EW <15Å) and weak to no mid-IR excess. These four
objects are possibly slightly older than the σOri one, with no ongoing accretion
• The spectral changes between the epochs corresponding to maximum and minimum in the
lightcurve for V2721 and V2739 can be represented by hot spots with high filling factors
(0.2-0.4) and spot temperatures of only a few hundred kelvin above the photosphere. The
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high filling factors and low spot temperatures are different to solar-mass star spot parameters
(typically low filling factors and high spot temperatures, eg Bouvier et al. (1993, 1995);
Ingleby et al. (2013)). This could indicate a change in the accretion flow geometry in the
low mass regime.
• V2737 Ori is showing a possible correlation between the optical (LCOGT) and mid-infrared
(Spitzer) lightcurves, with photometric variations on time-scales of a few hours to a day. The
star also showed a possible correlation between optical and Hα variability in the VLT set.
I speculated that the variability in V2737 could be explained by a system viewed at a close
to edge-on inclination, with a misalignment between the rotational and magnetic axes and a
warp at the inner disk.
• The four stars near  Ori are best explained by obscuration by circumstellar material, pos-
sibly a ring made out of multiple clouds of dust grains and pebbles with varying optical
depths. In addition to the optical flux changes, all four are also variable in the mid-IR on a
1-day and few years time-scale with amplitudes between 0.1 and 0.4 mag in the W1 and W2
bands. Despite the weak excess emission in observed SEDs, modelling by radiation transfer
codes has showed that three of the stars (V1959, V1999 and V2559) can still posses a dusty
circumstellar disk.
One of the questions posed earlier was whether the T Tau phase of very low mass stars was
similar to that of solar-like stars. The observations and data analysis in this thesis have found
both similarities and differences. Just like their Sun-like counterparts VLM YSOs can show high-
level (>1 mag) optical variability which persists on time-scales of at least one decade. Accreting
VLMs are also showing strong Hα emission with EW of over 100 Å, lightcurve morphologies with
partially periodic signatures on time-scales comparable to the stellar rotation period (a few days)
with superimposed irregular variability on scales of hours, and spectral variations best explained
by accretion-induced hot spots. One big difference between the accreting VLMs in this sample
and higher mass TTS is that there may be a change in the accretion geometry towards a more
homogeneous flow as indicated by the spot temperature and filling factor values derived in this
work and other independent brown dwarf studies (Scholz & Jayawardhana, 2006; Stelzer et al.,
2007; Reiners et al., 2009). This is an important distinction as a change in the accretion mechanism
in VLMs would in turn have implications on properties related to angular momentum regulation
and disk geometry (eg Edwards et al. 1993, Kulkarni & Romanova 2007).
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Another question raised in the introduction was whether all stars experience the different stages
of pre-main sequence evolution and whether these stages can be associated with specific observa-
tional signatures. While I cannot draw any generalised conclusions with a sample of seven stars,
I will note that the three stars near σOri all displayed behaviour typical for Class II objects -
infrared excess, strong Hα emission and spectrophotometric variability consistent with accretion
induced hot spots. The four targets near  Ori, on the other hand, showed signatures more typical
for weak-lined TTS, a later stage of the pre-main sequence evolution (Class III) - little to no IR
excess, weak Hα lines and eclipse-like lightcurve morphologies. Given that the seven stars in the
sample are representative of the most common type of star in the Galaxy, it is perhaps conceivable
that most low mass stars go through the T Tauri phase. One particularly valuable result from the
VLT campaign was that despite of the photometric variability the spectral type of all seven re-
mained constant. This would imply that the stellar spectral type for these objects is not variability
sensitive and hence stellar properties which can be derived from the spectral type (such as stellar
mass or effective temperature) would be fairly robust.
Future work
One natural extension of the time-domain monitoring of young stars would be high-cadence
simultaneous optical and infrared monitoring which would allow for direct mapping of the in-
ner disk region using light echos and enable more precise modelling with radiation transfer codes
such as the one described in Section 4.3.2. The Spitzer follow-up campaign for V2737 Ori demon-
strated that a potential correlation between the optical and mid-infrared fluxes of the system exists,
suggesting this may be the case for other young objects too. Even though the current observations
did not achieve the required precision for a light echo analysis the method will be well suited for
the next generation of instruments such as the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) and Large
Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST). This type of studies will be invaluable not only for the seven
VLM objects described here but also for the plethora of variable dwarf stars rapidly being discov-
ered in other star forming regions (NGC2264, Cody et al. (2014) or Upper Scorpius, Scholz et al.
(2007), to name a few).
Another question that was not addressed in this thesis is how common are highly variable VLM
stars such as the seven presented here. A key tool for answering this question would be large scale
time-domain monitoring campaigns of star forming regions, another area where facilities such
as the LSST will excel in the near future. And if such stars are indeed uncommon the next big
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question to ask would be what makes the ones that we do see so rare?
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Appendix: Photometric and Spectroscopic
measurements for RW Aur
Table A.1: Archival NEOWISE data for RW Aur from 2014 and 2015. Columns include epoch, W1 and W2
magnitudes and corresponding photometric uncertainties. Null values indicate unsuccessful measurements.
MJD (d) W1 (mag) err. W1 (mag) W2 (mag) err. W2 (mag)
3.4 µm 4.6 µm
56721.18606810 5.920 0.035 4.894 0.009
56721.31773538 5.79 0 0.032 5.089 0.012
56721.44940275 5.958 0.04 0 4.448 0.006
56721.58119735 5.556 0.043 5.055 0.015
56721.64703096 5.650 0.045 4.801 0.018
56721.77869829 5.787 0.033 5.093 0.016
56721.84453196 5.667 0.022 4.84 0 0.025
56721.91036561 5.543 0.037 4.386 0.007
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56722.17382763 5.207 0.043 4.993 0.022
56725.07139999 5.517 0.032 4.844 0.027
56912.50621112 5.175 0.053 3.457 0.012
56912.63775125 5.364 0.039 3.574 0.008
56912.76929141 5.916 0.033 3.581 0.010
56912.83512515 5.527 0.036 4.330 0.014
56912.90095890 5.451 0.049 3.971 0.009
56912.96666532 5.197 0.043 3.977 0.010
56913.03237170 5.393 0.043 3.571 0.006
56913.03249906 5.443 0.033 3.707 0.006
56913.09820539 5.187 0.063 4.14 0 0.014
56913.22974551 5.618 0.031 3.757 0.009
56913.36128564 5.523 0.035 3.986 0.009
56913.49282632 5.538 0.019 3.856 0.008
56916.18958968 5.789 0.014 3.878 0.010
56916.25529605 5.591 0.036 3.439 0.008
56916.38683617 4.708 0.019 4.416 0.014
57083.16769749 5.765 0.023 3.677 0.005
57083.29898294 5.749 0.038 4.561 0.014
57083.43039586 5.784 0.031 4.195 0.007
57083.56168137 5.787 0.042 4.499 0.014
57083.62738778 5.776 0.038 4.429 0.008
57083.69309419 5.502 0.046 4.317 0.013
57083.75867328 5.577 0.038 3.922 0.007
57083.82437973 5.535 0.043 4.602 0.016
57083.89008615 5.724 0.041 4.061 0.007
57084.02137170 5.374 0.040 4.458 0.012
57084.15278456 5.725 0.032 4.009 0.008
57277.37867637 5.352 0.041 3.147 0.007
57277.50983468 5.503 0.042 3.440 0.009
57277.64099289 5.610 0.034 3.812 0.011
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57277.70657203 5.526 0.019 3.401 0.010
57277.77215116 5.787 0.038 3.951 0.009
57277.83773029 5.552 0.044 3.475 0.007
57277.83785765 5.490 0.046 3.88 0 0.011
57277.90343678 5.633 0.041 4.266 0.011
57277.96901591 5.686 0.025 4.27 0 0.017
57278.10017422 5.976 0.043 3.862 0.016
57278.23133253 5.697 0.038 2.911 0.005
57278.36261807 5.285 0.023 3.627 0.014
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Figure A.1: RMS plot for the RW Aur field from the LCOGT data set. The typical photometric error is
∼ 1%.
Table A.2: Summary of epochs and number of 100s exposures per epoch in each filter from the LCOGT
data set.
MJD Date u ′ g ′ r ′ i ′
(3543 Å) (4770 Å) (6231 Å) (7625 Å)
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57017 26-12-2014 0 3 3 3
57020 29-12-2014 1 2 2 2
57038 16-01-2015 1 1 1 1
57041 19-01-2015 1 1 1 2
57043 21-01-2015 1 1 1 1
57046 24-01-2015 1 1 1 1
57049 27-01-2015 1 2 2 2
57051 29-01-2015 1 3 2 2
57056 03-02-2015 1 1 1 1
57058 05-02-2015 1 1 1 1
57062 09-02-2015 0 2 2 2
57077 24-02-2015 1 1 1 1
57088 07-03-2015 1 1 1 1
57092 11-03-2015 1 1 1 2
57097 16-03-2015 1 0 1 1
57104 23-03-2015 1 1 1 1
57109 28-03-2015 0 1 1 1
57258 24-08-2015 1 1 1 1
57260 26-08-2015 1 1 1 1
57262 28-08-2015 1 1 1 1
57264 30-08-2015 1 1 1 1
57266 01-09-2015 1 1 1 1
57268 03-09-2015 1 1 1 1
57270 05-09-2015 1 1 1 1
57278 13-09-2015 1 1 1 1
57280 15-09-2015 1 1 1 1
57292 27-09-2015 1 1 1 1
57294 29-09-2015 1 1 1 1
57315 20-10-2015 1 1 1 1
57321 26-10-2015 1 1 1 1
57323 28-10-2015 2 2 2 1
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57352 26-11-2015 1 1 1 1
57360 04-12-2015 1 1 1 1
57365 09-12-2015 1 1 1 1
57367 11-12-2015 1 1 1 1
57372 16-12-2015 1 1 1 1
57375 19-12-2015 1 1 1 1
57377 21-12-2015 1 1 1 1
57380 24-12-2015 1 1 1 1
57382 26-12-2015 1 1 1 1
57395 08-01-2016 1 1 1 1
57398 11-01-2016 1 1 1 1
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Appendix: Supplementary data for the seven VLM
stars in Orion
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Figure B.1: Hα EW as a function of lightcurve differential magnitude. The plots show no solid correlation
of Hα EW and magnitude.
Figure B.2: Individual 4.5 µm lightcurves for V2737 Ori from the Spitzer campaign. No significant vari-
ability was seen in any of the hour-long observations.
Table B.1: Summary of observed and best fit model I-band amplitudes (A) and max/min ratio slopes (m)
and parameter values for each of the seven stars. The slopes represent the best linear fit to the ratio data.
V2737 V2721 V2739 V2227 V1999 V1959 V2559
observed A 0.79 0.24 0.40 0.13 0.54 0.24 0.61
hot spot A 0.80 0.24 0.40 0.13 0.54 0.24 0.61
cold spot A 0.79 0.24 0.42 0.13 0.54 0.24 0.61
extinction A 0.81 0.23 0.40 0.13 0.55 0.24 0.62
observed m -3.82e-5 -8.05e-5 -8.90e-5 -2.17e-5 -1.91e-5 -2.25e-5 -6.95e-5
hot spot m -3.27e-4 -1.12e-4 -1.98e-4 -5.24e-5 -2.30e-4 -6.69e-4 -2.03e-4
cold spot m -8.84e-5 -7.95e-5 -4.70e-5 -8.23e-6 -5.20e-5 -1.61e-5 -7.32e-5
extinction m -1.45e-4 -5.19e-5 -9.19e-5 -3.22e-5 -9.75e-5 -3.96e-5 -1.09e-4
Best fit parameters
hot spot
temperature (K) 3300 3300 3000 3200 3200 3200 3300
filling factor 0.80 0.25 0.36 0.48 0.70 0.94 1.47
cold spot
temperature (K) 2300 2800 2300 2300 2300 2300 2500
filling factor 0.64 0.59 0.48 0.13 0.48 0.23 0.51
extinction
Rv 5.0 3.1 3.1 3.1 5.0 5.0 5.0
Av 1.25 0.4 0.7 0.25 0.85 0.35 0.95
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Figure B.3: Single-night i-band lightcurves and RMS plots from the LCOGT monitoring of V2737. Top:
series of 129 images of 40s exposure time. Middle: series of 30 images of 100s exposure time. Bottom:
series of 90 images of 20s exposure time. The lightcurves are noisy and no stellar variability can be implied.
V2737 is indicated by a red square in the RMS plots and does not stand out from the rest of the stars in the
field.
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Figure B.4: Follow-up LCOGT g-band lightcurves for V1959, V1999 and V2559 Ori.
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Figure B.5: Folow-up LCOGT r-band lightcurves for all  Ori objects.
Table B.2: Follow-up LCOGT calibrated photometry for V1959 and V1999 Ori (same field of view).
MJD V1959 V1959 V1959 V1999 V1999 V1999
(d) g ′ r ′ i ′ g ′ r ′ i ′
57356.13727 14.997 15.180716 12.219 17.384 17.258716 14.32
57357.11715 15.136 15.142416 12.266 18.056 17.427416 14.223
57360.18484 14.997 15.185116 12.391 17.633 17.604116 14.435
57361.07311 15.393 15.236916 12.422 17.404 17.349916 14.36
57362.07083 15.23 15.223816 12.616 17.326 17.367816 14.306
57363.2968 15.219 15.230016 12.372 18.576 17.168016 14.193
57364.11699 15.058 15.128716 12.251 19.973 17.534716 14.322
57365.09877 15.169 15.184416 12.404 17.415 17.249416 14.439
57366.32758 15.188 15.247616 12.395 17.984 17.254616 14.399
57367.14063 15.061 15.131016 12.215 18.02 17.510016 14.459
57371.18137 15.041 15.150716 12.288 18.682 17.157716 14.16
57375.08694 15.326 15.233916 12.31 17.785 17.062916 14.419
57376.12635 15.024 15.137516 12.208 17.54 17.486516 14.202
57377.10823 15.146 15.410316 12.34 17.583 17.163316 14.12
57381.10199 14.815 15.251816 12.164 16.876 18.488816 13.915
57386.04347 14.946 15.097016 12.191 17.418 17.241016 14.038
57389.12146 14.926 15.135216 12.204 17.516 17.202216 14.182
57390.09855 14.919 15.152716 12.206 18.24 17.445716 14.541
57395.1192 15.171 15.158916 12.331 17.694 17.650916 14.607
57396.15751 15.061 15.161716 12.319 17.31 17.172716 14.564
57397.17494 14.953 15.129616 12.314 17.229 17.704616 14.289
57398.24979 15.104 15.130616 12.26 19.563 17.549616 14.921
57399.08402 15.007 15.194516 12.301 17.606 17.052516 14.477
57400.18437 15.064 15.210916 12.476 17.205 17.317916 14.546
57401.21657 15.124 15.169716 12.288 18.257 18.079716 14.75
57402.23365 15.107 15.153216 12.273 18.303 17.643216 14.659
57403.24812 15.264 15.215316 12.302 18.044 17.521316 14.891
57404.1487 14.951 15.159816 12.205 16.971 17.801816 14.208
57408.1336 15.116 15.244116 12.282 16.344 16.699116 14.226
57417.0822 15.139 15.136116 12.364 17.018 16.888116 14.329
57423.1366 15.157 15.169416 12.329 17.249 17.552416 14.325
57425.17844 15.142 15.186916 12.308 17.949 17.062916 14.372
57429.17141 15.18 15.242816 12.364 17.247 17.404816 14.238
57433.0469 15.083 15.141016 12.265 17.151 17.195016 14.252
57435.06322 15.027 15.260116 12.386 17.056 17.308116 14.243
57439.08347 15.039 15.115616 12.293 17.942 16.982616 14.144
57441.13675 15.117 15.182016 12.341 17.271 17.690016 14.288
57443.11839 14.98 15.111916 12.303 17.606 17.223916 14.334
57447.06897 14.984 15.179116 12.35 17.388 16.925116 14.257
57448.11907 15.117 15.168616 12.286 17.995 17.626616 14.404
57451.116 15.165 15.182616 12.429 17.46 17.244616 14.406
57457.09737 15.124 15.112816 12.329 17.517 17.164816 14.232
57463.0465 15.247 15.151516 12.376 17.894 17.431516 14.332
57466.07329 15.219 15.295516 12.38 18.79 17.568516 14.213
57474.99444 15.165 15.189116 12.366 18.658 17.332116 14.342
Table B.3: Follow-up LCOGT calibrated photometry for V2227 Ori.
MJD V2227 V2227
(d) r ′ i ′
57354.11766 17.79696732 16.06838859
57355.11508 17.60106732 16.07378859
57356.15492 17.81316732 15.94268859
57357.13805 17.61826732 15.90918859
57360.11243 18.01316732 16.03998859
57361.10595 17.76496732 15.99548859
57362.10149 17.84946732 16.10118859
57363.22131 17.71956732 15.94138859
57364.32615 17.71576732 15.93878859
57365.08116 18.03876732 16.13298859
57366.29437 17.87886732 16.08818859
57371.28703 17.83556732 16.05328859
57372.24416 17.84956732 15.92018859
57375.07588 17.90396732 16.18358859
57376.09899 17.80506732 16.00218859
57377.32235 17.88936732 16.11398859
57379.15102 17.75556732 16.12608859
57380.09046 17.89946732 15.91498859
57381.12423 17.82356732 16.02048859
57383.12919 17.58306732 15.89568859
57384.18691 17.78346732 15.94058859
57388.05151 17.69156732 15.93038859
57389.07457 17.88676732 16.03438859
57395.25651 17.82196732 16.01578859
57396.1798 17.72926732 15.95998859
57397.14555 17.94306732 16.09658859
57398.23869 17.70306732 15.92668859
57399.10536 17.65226732 15.96218859
57400.17323 17.76136732 15.96238859
57401.20773 17.79046732 15.99148859
57403.23909 17.76046732 15.98838859
57404.21774 17.76466732 15.92998859
57407.12068 18.10456732 16.31208859
57409.09426 17.75226732 15.93018859
57410.12793 17.79276732 15.93808859
57412.20124 17.88556732 16.02078859
57415.08965 17.67566732 16.21398859
57417.21127 17.71686732 15.97418859
57423.08898 17.73326732 16.01458859
57425.135 17.71726732 15.97798859
57429.13476 17.74096732 15.94428859
57433.15793 17.77676732 15.98318859
57439.07216 17.46206732 15.98348859
57441.12082 17.72806732 15.95418859
57443.13593 17.80366732 15.99948859
57445.06739 17.72526732 15.92188859
57447.11454 17.80046732 16.00348859
57448.08287 17.74586732 15.96778859
57451.07872 17.60486732 15.90678859
57457.10346 17.75806732 15.98058859
57463.01575 17.69726732 15.91008859
57475.0333 17.78706732 15.95868859
Table B.4: Follow-up LCOGT calibrated photometry for V2559 Ori.
MJD V2559 V2559 V2559
(d) g ′ r ′ i ′
57353.10017 18.38966257 15.69686496 14.22437326
57354.09841 18.29726257 16.20956496 14.30677326
57356.15354 18.81546257 16.86686496 14.69467326
57357.12618 18.21406257 15.89816496 14.06567326
57361.11669 17.69626257 15.42086496 13.87297326
57362.11461 17.60946257 15.54806496 13.86977326
57363.33298 17.41946257 15.19656496 13.57917326
57364.18843 17.13006257 15.02356496 13.52797326
57365.09869 17.19656257 15.14396496 13.57627326
57367.13381 16.78916257 14.79786496 13.34537326
57371.25071 16.95316257 14.87886496 13.33647326
57372.10232 17.03016257 15.03456496 13.51667326
57375.32076 17.58256257 15.29966496 13.67247326
57376.11031 17.48116257 15.32826496 13.71887326
57377.09189 17.20036257 15.18236496 13.63197326
57379.102 17.54636257 15.26446496 13.55817326
57383.09856 17.42916257 15.64216496 13.91857326
57384.09508 17.23626257 15.12246496 13.57807326
57388.07279 16.98316257 15.01276496 13.58867326
57389.05326 16.74866257 14.90606496 13.45027326
57390.07227 16.89886257 14.94056496 13.42377326
57394.19577 17.11846257 15.18746496 13.65017326
57395.13479 17.00646257 15.08826496 13.59947326
57396.19212 17.63396257 15.39256496 13.75967326
57397.1989 17.14756257 15.09866496 13.56697326
57398.15058 17.25486257 15.16386496 13.56737326
57399.18831 17.32006257 15.22696496 13.67667326
57401.23401 18.24746257 15.91226496 14.20087326
57402.23498 18.80976257 16.71856496 14.69357326
57403.22717 18.59836257 16.53866496 14.59047326
57408.11258 17.98316257 15.65016496 13.84637326
57409.16892 17.79716257 15.42326496 13.79237326
57410.15992 17.27066257 15.21136496 13.71577326
57412.11624 16.98426257 15.00126496 13.49667326
57413.16916 17.23136257 15.01876496 13.45997326
57416.13848 17.25616257 15.22466496 13.66257326
57423.11928 19.03846257 16.26906496 14.45827326
57425.11042 17.92536257 15.67376496 13.90407326
57429.16453 17.84786257 15.54856496 13.83987326
57433.16453 16.96516257 14.95296496 13.47377326
57435.08407 19.55466257 16.07866496 14.21067326
57437.15325 17.17426257 15.11696496 13.51267326
57439.04992 17.15056257 15.08686496 13.59937326
57441.0741 17.39256257 15.23966496 13.59357326
57443.06418 16.71876257 14.78606496 13.33557326
57448.12288 17.77786257 15.47136496 13.77057326
57451.11239 17.03806257 15.09676496 13.53437326
57463.01194 17.33726257 15.26856496 13.69127326
57466.06138 17.11896257 15.30856496 13.70577326
57475.05022 17.12436257 15.11526496 13.56017326
Online resources
[1] - https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/kepler/overview/index.html
[2] - http://exoplanets.org/
[3] - http://almaobservatory.org/
[4] - http://www.eso.org/public/teles-instr/paranal/
[5] - http://www.eso.org/public/
[6] - https://lco.global/
[7] - http://www.iac.es/eno.php?op1=2&lang=en
[8] - http://www.astro.ljmu.ac.uk/Main_Page
[9] - https://lco.global/
[7] - https://lco.global/observatory/data/BANZAIpipeline/
[10] - http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/docs/irac/iracinstrumenthandbook/15/#_Toc410728302
[11] - http://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/paranal/instruments/fors/inst/grisms.html
[12] - http://www.dwarfarchives.org
[13] - http://phoenix.astro.physik.uni-goettingen.de
[14] - http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/frontpage/
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